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Mondale, Ferraro traveling from coast-to-coast

Candidates begin Labor Day swing
NEW YORK (AP) - Walter
F. Mondale and Geraldine A.
Ferraro are beginning the fall
presidential campaign with a
joint coast-to-coast Labor Day
swing full of themes they think
will shake President Reagan's
popularity with the voters.
In one day, the Democratic
presidential nominee and his

running mate were to march in
parades in New York and Merrill, Wis., and then fly into
Reagan's home state of California even as the president
finishes his own fall campaign
kickoff there.
Campaign aides said Mondale
and Ferraro are beginning in
New York to emphasize their

Reagan says Soviets' latest
statements about dialogue
based on false assessment
WASHINGTON (APP - The
Reagan administration says
Soviet leader Konstantin
Chernenko's statement that his
country is seeking a dialogue
with the United States breaks no
new ground and is based on a
false assessment of U.S. policy.
State Department
spokeswoman Sondra McCarty
said Sunday the administration
welcomed the Soviet leader's
"statement that he is ready for
dialogue," but added that it is

the Soviet Union which has been
balking at resuming stalled
talks.
"We will, of course, study Mr.
Chernenko's statement carefully, but at first reading, he
doesn't appear to go beyond
previous Soviet policy
statements," Ms. McCarty said,
reading an official response.
"His assessment of U.S. policy
is, unfortunately. rboth wholly
(Coned on page 2)

strength in the Northeast, then
moving on to a small town setting in the Midwest, where the
Democratic ticket also has a
core of voter support.
In Merrill, llondale was to
spell out specifics of his new
plan for reducing the federal
budget deficit and then
challenge Reagan to do the
same.
Just as Mondale successfully
put Reagan on the defensive on
the issue of raising taxes, Mondale is hoping to do the same by
challenging the president to explain his own proposals for
reducing federal spending, according to campaign aides.
In California, Mondale planned to challenge the widely held
premise that California's 47
electoral college votes in
November belong to Reagan.
-We are taking the debate to
Ronald Reagan." Mondale's
press secretary Maxine Isaacs
said.
Mondale and Ferraro planned
to appear later today at a rally
in Long Beach, the hometown of
California's Republican Gov.
George Deukmejian.

The joint Mondale•Ferraro
campaign appearances this
week in New York, California
and Oregon were to publicly emphasize Mondale's confidence in
her after the controversies over
her family finances.
To emphasize unity among
Democrats, Mondale's former
rival for the party nomination,
Colorado Sen. Gary Hart, was to
appear with Mondale and Ferraro at Long Beach.
Hart beat Mondale soundly in
the Democratic primary election in California but is now
campaigning actively for the
ticket, hoping to attract the
votes of young urban professionals who supported Hart's
candidacy.
No sooner than the president
finishes speaking to the
American Legion Convention in
Salt Lake City. Mondale will address the same group on Tuesday. The same is true for the
B'nai B'rith meeting in
Washington on Thursday, where
Mondale planned to attack
Reagan's support for a constitutil313$.1. a.rarridinetil .permitting
prayer in public schools.

Murray pulls off stunning upset
TAX TIME AGAIN - DelLa Boggess checks a few thousand of
the 13,637 city tax bills soon to be sent to those who own property
in the city. This wW be the last year the city of Murray will bill
vehicle taxes. Individuals who have recently purchased license
tags In their birth month have paid all vehicle taxes except city
vehicle taxes. After the 1984 tax bills, the county court clerk will
be responsible for collecting city vehicle taxes.

Buildup of ice resulting in
some restroom problems
for space shuttle Discovery
ia.
CAPE CANAVERAL,
AP I - A buildup of ice, blocking lines that dump excess water
overboard from the space shuttle Discovery, prompted Mission
Control on Sunday to order the
five-man, one-woman crew not
to use the ship's toilet.
-We would like you to use the
onboard Apollo bags." the
astronauts were told. On the
Apollo moon flights, astronauts
used plastic bags for human
waste and 48 of the bags were
stored aboard Discovery for just
such an emergency.
Mission control said there was
enough space in the rapidly filling waste water tank for one or
two crewmen to use through the
A BIRD IN THE HAND - Louisville tailback Willie Shelby
(30) can't escape the grasp of Herbert Jones (24) as the Murray State safety hauls the Cardinal rusher down for no gain
The Racer defense held Louisville to minus-7 yards rushing in

a stunning, 26-23, upset victory Saturday at Cardinal Stadium.
Supporting Jones on this play are linebackers Luke Curry (59
and Woody Clark (4). For game stories and more photos, see
Page 8 of today's sports section
by Jiro Rector
Staff pilot°

Teachers, thoroughbred industry leading
contributors to political action committees
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Nearly half of the $307,000 contributed to candidates seeking
election to the state House of
Representatives this year was
donated by five political action
committees.
Of that $148,506 contributed by
the five special interest groups,
$64,981 was given by the Kentucky Education Association
and its local chapters.
Thoroughbred breeders have
been represented by the Ken•
tucky Thoroughbred Association, $24,900, while owners and

trainers have contributed
$20,050 through the Kentucky
Horsemen's Benevolent and
Protective Association.
Overall. PACs are spending
far more on legislative races
than has been common In Kentucky, and the major reason ..P
pears to be the General
Assembly's growing
independence
"I think it's not surprising it's
occurred, considering the fact
that the legislative action has
moved from the governor's office to the Legislature itself,"

said Democratic House Speaker
Bobby Richardson of Glasgow.
Bill Nicholas, a KEA official.
agreed.
"The Legislature is taking a
more dominant role in the situation. You can no longer just go to
the gov.""%tio get your legiatalion considered. So we have to
have friends in the Legislature."
said ,Nicholas, who handles
government relations for the
KEA.
Other big spenders looking for
friends have included Local 360
of the Electrical Workers union,

which has given $19,875 to 25
candidates, and the Kentucky
Medical Association. $18.700 to
47 candidates.
Nearly 5256,000, or more than
80 percent of- the money contributed to legislative candidates, has gone to incumbents,
according to a story published
Sunday in The Courier-Journal
Records filed in Frankfort
with election officials show that
the biggest recipient of the PAC
money has been House Majority
(Innit'd on page 2)

end of the mission and it was
presumed that it would be made
available to Judy Resnik.
The ice buildup, on the port
side of the new shuttle, at first
blocked only the nozzle used to
dump the excess water that is a
by-product of the electricity
created by the ship's fuel cells.
Mission control decided to see
if water still could be forced
through, but that caused a second outlet - the toilet drain to be blocked.
Television. beamed down
from the camera on the shuttle's
robot arm, dramatically showed
the almost-instaneous formation
(Coned on page 2)
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MISS
YOU! FAMES
Subscribers who hove- not
rara,.a4„146g:r home-delivered
copy of Theo Murray Ledger IL
Times by 5.30 p.m Monday
Friday or by 330 p m Saturday
ore urged to coil 7S3.110 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. Saturdays.

Mostly cloudy tonight with
a 20 percent chance of a
lingering showers Lows near
60 with light north winds. Sunny and cooler Tuesday with
highs in the upper and north
winds at 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Entre:int
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for fair skies with mild
days and cool nights. Highs
will be mainly in the mid 70s
to low 80s. Lows mostly in the
5fIs.
.

Trustees to
Scout museum
are appointed
by Regents
The Murray State Board of
Regents appointed four trustees
to the National Boy Scout
Museum board Sunday
Regents made the appointments to begin filling six university positions on the 12-member
board. Boy Scouts of America
has already appointed new
trustees to fill BSA's six seats on
the reorganized board. The
board is to take a more active

(Cont'd from page 1)
Whip Jim Dunn, a Democrat
who represents Pleasure Ridge
Park in Jefferson County. Of the

(Cont'd from page 1)
of the second ice blob and the
doubling in size of the first.
"The bottom line is that we got
buildup now on both nozzles."
said commander Henry W.
Hartsfield. It appeared the first
chunk extended 2 to 3 feet from
the shuttle; the second was
smaller.
Outside the discomfort of having no toilet, the astronauts were
not threatened in any way. The
concern about the ice was that it
might come off during the flaming re-entry into Earth's atmosphere on Wednesday and
damage the ship's tiles.

role in the museum's development than did the first board.
which met only twice since being formed in 1881.
MSU's new appointees are
Jim Bowling of New York City,
John A Williams of Paducah,
Regent Jim Cooke of Louisville,
and Sid Easley of Murray
Easley is chairman of a citizens
steering committee that is working to raise $2.5 million to
renovate and develop the former
laboratory school on 16th Street
into the BSA museum.
Board trustees are to become
more involved in that fundraising effort. MSU President
Kale Stroup and regents Chairman Richard Frymire will serve
as ex-officio members. MSU will
fill its two remaining seats at a
later date.
A revised agreement between
MSU and BSA for development

$33.951 he received in his
primary race last spring,
$21,497. or 63 percent, was contributed by PACs.
Dunn said his handling of
legislation depends on the issue
and the public's attitude, but he
conceded that "the ones that
supported me would have a leg
up on the ones that didn't."
Other notable beneficiaries of
the big spending include Rep.
Larry Clark. D-Okolona. who
has received $19.330 for a special
election and primary election
this year; Rep. Al Bennett, DPleasure Ridge Park. $12,180:
House Speaker Pro Tern Don
Blanford, a Philpot Democrat.
$8,950; and Rep. Tom Burch, DFern Creek, S7,350.
Richardson, who is unopposed
and does not have a campaign
fund, said he believes too much
money is being spent on
Statehouse elections and that he
would favor spending limits.
"I doubt that idea has come of
age yet," he acknowledged,

traveled from Washington to
California.
In an interview with the Communist Party newspaper Pravda. Chernenko said he still seeks

(Cont'd from page 1)
familiar and wholly false," she
added.
Deputy White House Press
Secretary Larry Speakes also
said Sunday that U.S. officials
are eager to meet the Soviets in
Vienna to talk about limiting
weapons in outer space.
"We don't know why the
Soviets won't accept yes for an
answer," said Speakes, who
talked with reporters aboard Air
Force One as President Reagan

a dialogue with the United
States on nuclear arms and
space weapons, but he offered
no new proposals for beginning
talks.
His comments were
distributed Saturday by the official news agency Tass in advance of their publication Sunday in the Communist Party
newspaper Pravda.

of the museum is still being
negotiated, regents were informed. Don Kelly of the steering committee said official,
should know within about six
weeks what the LtkelLhood is of a
successful fund-raising effort
By January, it should be known
whether the museum project is
feasible, Kelly said
In other business, regents
heard an encouraging fall
enrollment report from Vice
President for Student Development Frank Julian. Although he
did not have specific figures,
Julian said the fall semester
head-count will be up slightly
from that of last year. The
number of full-time freshmen
will also increase, despite the
fact that area high school
graduating class enrollments
have declined by 5.2 percent.
Residence hall activity has in
Julian added, with the
sale of meal tickets up by 4 percent and occupancy by 1.3
percent.
The board also authorized
Stroup to take advantage of a
discount offered by the U.S.
Department of Education for
refinancing of housing and dining revenue bonds. The department holds about $10 million in
bonds at MSU, and has offered a
discount if the university pays
them off early. Vice President
for Administrative Services
Thomas Hogancamp said MSU
could save $1 to $2 million, if the
refinancing is legal within state
law and feasible according to interest rates.
Regents also accepted a low
bid of $1.3 million for renovation
of Wilson Hall. Crouch Construction of Mayfield will renovate
the building, with a reopening
target date of fall semester,
1985.

PINT-SIZED VIEW — Kristin Kopperud,9,of Murray, has a better vantage point on the merchandise
than does her grandmother, Mrs. Hallie Kopperud, at the Land Between the Lakes Arts and Crafts Fair
Sunday. The annual event drew a good crowd to Its many booths of wares at Fenton Air Strip on Saturday and Sunday.
Matt photo by Charles Hone,

State must place 49 doctors next year
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API —
Forty-nine young doctors whc
are getting through medical
school with a little help from Uncle Sam will be working off that
debt in Kentucky next year.
That's the state's quota under
a contract with the National
Health Service Corps to find jobs
for 1985 medical graduates who
received federal scholarships.
The contract is effective Oct.
1, when the federal fiscal year
begins, but "we have to work a
little bit ahead to find places for
all those who will be coming out
of medical school next year,"
said Doug Bishop, director of the
Kentucky Physician Placement
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Service in the Cabinet for
Humart Resources,
The 49 to be placed next year
compares with just 27 for -the
current fiscal year. "This happens to be a year when they had
a lot of scholarships," Bishop
said.
Kentucky has been assigned to
find jobs for 20 internalmedicine specialists, 17 family
practitioners, 10 pediatricians,
one psychiatrist and one
specialist in emergency
medicine, Bishop said.
Their agreement with the
government was to repay each
year of school aid with a year of
service in an area where there's
a shortage of doctors, Bishop
said. For some. it will be a fouryear commitment, he added.
Although there is a surplus of
doctors nationwide, a third of
Kentucky's 120 counties are considered to have a shortage, based on population figures, and
most are in eastern Kentucky.
Bishop said.
Two counties — Hickman in
extreme western Kentucky and
Robertson in northeastern Kentucky — have no doctor at all, he
said.
The new doctors "could be
from anywhere in the United
States," Bishop said. and from
cultures far different from what
they will encounter in rural
Kentucky.
That occasionally causes problems, but the program is flexible and strives for a happy union
between community and doctor,
he said. The new doctor visits
the prospective community in
advance, gets to know some of
its people and the surroundings
in which he or she will work.
"It almoStalways works out to
the good of the community and
the physician," he said. "We

have very few problems along
that line.Occasionally, however, the
quota system itself causes pro-

federal government tried to
place young physicians on its
awn, but the states knew best
what they needed.

blems. For example, the order
to place 20 internal-medicine
specialists is a tall one because
"there's just not many openings
for them," he said.

Kentucky is in a region with
Alabama. Florida, Georgia.
Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Tennessee.
Officials from those states, as
well as from the federal agency,
will be in Frankfort on Sept. 11
for a daylong examination of
Kentucky's doctor recruitment
effort.
.

The current contract was the
first between the National
Health Service Corps and
various states. Before that, the

Group says frozen embryos
from couple should be destroyed
SYDNEY, Australia (API — A
special committee said today
that two frozen embryos left in
limbo by the death of a Los
Angeles couple should be
destroyed.
Victoria state authorities said,
however, that before any action
is taken, the public will have
three months to express its
views.

The following is a summary of
the cases brought before the
Calloway County District Court
this week. Unless otherwise
noted, a court cost of $47.50 was
automatically paid by the party
mentioned (A "fee" refers to a
sheriff's fee.) In the event of any
type of suspensions, figures
listed represent those fines or
sentences after the suspended
portion has been subtracted.
Those parties appearing before
Judge David Buckingham may
have either paid a fine, fee,
court cost, made restitution or

Coa.g.cw good Swowsb.. 8, 1980
yysiiyoiemseni

Access to your money 24 hours
a day .. . 7 days a week in more
than 40 cities in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. Yours with a
Lincoln Federal Checking
Account. Open one today!

Knit Shirts

Mario and Elsa Rios died in a
plane crash in Chile last year.
They had been trying to have a
child using so-called "test-tube"
baby techniques and had had
two embryos frozen and stored
at Queen Victoria Medical
Center in Melbourne for possible
future use. The embryos were
produced with Mrs. Rios' ova
and sperm from an anonymous
donor.

received a sentence. Some cases
may have been continued, passed on to another court date or
dismissed for a variety of
reasons. Minor traffic violations
and offenses involving minors
are not included in the following
list:
Randy Montgomery, theft by deception under
1100. 820 suspended on condition no like offense
and restitution
Ronda Powell theft by deception under SI00.
SIO suspended on condition pay restitution
Robert B Outland unlawful possession of
alcohol, $20 suspended on condition no like
offense
Michelle Johnson, theft by deception under S100,
$IO suspended on condition pay restitution
Michelle Johnson theft by deception under
S100. SIO suspended on condition pay restitution
Tim P Burkeen. passenger riding on bow at
excess speed and insufficient number of personal
flotation devices. 115 for passenger, SI5 for
devices suspended on condition no like offense
for one year
Keith Thompson theft by deception under
1100. pay restitution
Lewis Todd charge listed previously, failed to
appear
Carol Gremore, theft by deception under $100,
SOO suspended on condition pay restitution and no
like offense for you twear
I. C MArtin. charge listed previously con
tinned to pay
William Harold Evans charge listed previous•
ly, failed to appear
Roger Johnson, charge listed previously con•
tioued to pay
Carol Gremore theft by deception under MO,
continued to pay
Kim Garland, they by deception under 1100.
continued
Linda B Hargrove fourth degree assault, 30
days to run concurrently with present sentence
I.e Rogers four counts defrauding • secured
creditor, continued
Craig Rogers defrauding a secured creditor.
continued
Movon t7nderhill. bigamy, SIT 50
Movon Underhill, theft by deception over 1100_
contitied
Michael I. Cummings.two counts indecent ex
posure amended to disoderly conduct
Earl T
Kirks. charge listed previously.
continued
Kenny Jackson, first degree escape, third
dein...mutt and theft by unlawful taking over
1100 bond set at $90.000

Pleats Extra

FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561
Interest Rate Hotline 753-4184

R
DRY CLEANING SERVICE

Daily if brought in
before 3:00 p.m. at all
One Hour Cleaners

The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA ) office
located at 104 North 5th Street,
Murray, will be closed all day today in observance of the Labor
Day holiday.
The office will reopen tuesday
at 8 a.m.

MONDAI', SEPTEMBER 3. 1554

PERSPECTIVE
Israeli drone,
Pentagon drones
Can a pilotless drone have the right stuff?
In 1982, when Israel and Syria were at dagger's
point over Lebanon. Israel flew some small drones
that looked like model airplanes over Syria's
sophisticated, Soviet-built missile defense system
The Syrians turned on their radar and shot
missiles at the inexpensive drones, destroying
many of them. But the radar transmission located
the Syrian installations for Israel, which launched missiles and destroyed 19 costly missile batteries. Then piloted Israeli fighters vanquished
Syrian jets in dogfights, shooting down 59 Syrian
planes to Israel's one.
A year later, U.S. troops in Lebanon were
threatened by Syrian emplacements. But the
United States didn't have any combat drones.
Israel offered to loan us some, but the Pentagon
declined. Piloted U.S. planes were sent out to
bomb Syrian batteries. They had limited success.
Two U.S. planes were shot down by missiles. One
pilot died.
Brave U.S. fliers show the right stuff in flying
over missile emplacements. But the military
establishment is showing bureaucratic
bullheadedness by ignoring the role of drones in
modern warfare. It is also risking U.S. fliers' lives.
Military writer Gregg Easterbrook describes
these incidents, and the U.S. failure to develop a
workable pilotless drone, in an article in "The
Washington Monthly." Here are some
revelations:
The Army's drone development project was
begun in 1974 — a year after Israel initiated its
drone project. But the Israeli drone was operational in 1978, costing about $50,000 apiece. The Army's Aquila is still not due to be operational until
1987. And the U.S. test model costs $830.000.
The Israeli drone project began when Israeli
generals wanted a way to see over hills where
enemy tanks might be lurking. Al Ellis, a California engineer, got the idea to stick a remote-control
TV camera on a model airplane. A small Israeli
electronics firm, with no experience in
aeronautical engineering, gave him total control
of the project. The Israeli government didn't initially fund it, and Israeli generals didn't have the
opportunity to stick their fingers into the project
or tell the designers to add this frill or that. But
the gawky, no-frills bird flew. And the Israelis had
a way to "see- over hills. They also had a way to
get the enemy to fire their missiles and reveal
their location, as well as a way to mount a pilotless
attack.
Meanwhile, the Army dawdled with the U.S
drone, putting it on the back burner while it
developed a helicopter-borne. AWACS-style observation and control system to see over hills. But big
sometimes is worse than little, and the Pentagon
discovered it needed a drone after all, so it pushed forward plans for Lockheed to develop one. The
generals got to participate in the process, asking
for the drone to do many functions and to be usable
In all weather conditions anywhere in the world.
When the Pentagon inspected the model and
discovered it was using model airplane parts, like
the Israeli drone, it demanded that only military
specification parts be used. The costs soared.
Deadlines were missed. By the time the first drone
is operational three years from now, the project
is estimated to cost more than a billion dollars —
twice what the Israelis have spent.
Easterbrook writes: "Why can't the Pentagon
build a pilotless plane as well as the Israelis can?
'The Israeli military is interested in defending
their country.' explains one designer working on
the Army's Aquila (drone) project. 'The U.S.
military is interested in defending their budgets."
In combat, the Israeli drone is far superior to
the American. But in the bureaucratic wars, the
Pentagon drones are winning every time.
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royko says

by mike royko

Burford's new job: flay Ferraro
The job of putting the hatchet to
Geraldine Ferraro has fallen upon
Anne Burford. Actually, that's not
accurate. She eargerly volunteered
for It
In a way, that's nice because
Burford doesn't have much to do
these days, having been more or
less booted out of the Reagan administration for various offenses.
So now she has found something
to occupy her time — dumping mud
on Ferraro. She's going to be the
star of TV commercials that are
being created by those most hardeyed of Republicans, the far right.
With great glee, the National
Conservative Political Action Committee held screenings of the commercials this week for equally
gleeful Republican delegates.
And by far, the most popular
commercial was the one in which
Burford sinks her claws in
Ferraro.
She does this by raising tough
questions — why hasn't the media
gone after Ferraro for not making
her financial records public.
The commercials might be effective except for a couple of flaws —
the newsies have indeed been hounding Ferraro mercilessly. And, she
has just made both her and her husband's financial records public.
and in great detail.

When I mentioned that to one of
the conservative shapers of the
commercial, he said, with a certain
amount of regret: "Yeah, we're going to have to amend that commercial. It won't be aired that way now
that they've made the financial
records public."
So it's back to the TV studio for
Burford. "She'll do another commercial on Ferraro's liberal voting
record. Actually, we'd rather have
her talk about her voting record
than anything else."
He said it, but I doubt if he meant
It. Voting records are never as
much fun as something that has the
appearance of a juicy financial
scandal, even if It really isn't.
And despite the efforts of
Republicans and their conservative journalistic helpmates, it
turns out there really isn't any
scandal in the finances of
Geraldine and her husband.
If anything, the Republicans
ought to look upon the Zaccaros
with sympathy.
Here you have a couple that has
been paying about 40 percent of
their income in taxes — federal,
state and municipal.
That's a big tax bite. A huge bite.
A slobbering, masticating bite.
It's the kind of tax bite the
Republicans — especially the far
right — have been raging about for

years, right up to the present
moment.
And it's the kind of bite Reagan
said he was going to do something
about.
Which raises a question
If
Reagan has been so good to taxpayers, how come Geraldine and
her husband have been paying so
much? Maybe Geraldine ought to
do a commercial asking that
question.
It also turns out that Geraldine's
husband is a millionaire, at least on
paper. But I'm not sure how the
Republicans can use that to her advantage. Republicans love
millionaires. This convention was
crawling with them. Everywhere
you look, there is oil money, computer money, old money. new
money. Anybody suspected of being poor is given the fisheye.
So what, in the nature of a scandal, remains for the Republicans to
carp about.
Well, one of the delegates told
me: "I think she's still very
vulnerable on the question of those
loans from her family."
Oh, come now. All that is
vulnerable are the incredibly dumb
election laws that make it illegal
for Ferraro to get campaign money
from her own husband. I mean,
think about it. She can go to bed

with the guy. bear his children,
wash his back, maybe even share a
toothbrush, but she can't borrow
campaign money from him?
You've got megabuck delegates
here like W. Clement Stone, who
gave millions to Richard Nixon,
but Ferraro can't take campaign
money from her old man' Let's not
be ridiculous.
So that brings us to the last and
cheapest shot of them all — trying
to tie Ferraro's husband into the
crime syndicate because some
New York mob character may
have rented an apartment in a
building owned by the husband's
late father about 13 years ago
Follow that?
This attempt at an expose was
made by New York magazine,
which is owned by The Alien. You
might remember him. He's the
right-wing, foreign publisher who
bought the paper I used to work on,
and took me to court to try to force
me to remain on his payroll.
Ferraro disgustedly, but accurately, summed up The Alien's
story as another exmple of Italian baiting. Most Italian-Americans
are familiar with that smear: You
have an Italian name so you must
have mob connections.
Say, I wonder if The Alien has
ever found a mob connection to
Michaelangelo?

heartline

10U
REAGIED THE OFFICE
OF 501IET LEADERSHIP. NO ONE
CAN COME TO'THE HOTLINE NOW,
BUT IF'IOU LEAVE A MESSAGE,
t'vIEONE WILL RETURN 'JOUR CALI.
A5 500N A5 VIE GET OUR ACT
TOGETHER

Cone nP.15

agree or not

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St.. West Alexandria. Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am planning to
buy a house soon with my VA
guaranteed home loan. I want to
know what their current rate of interest is and if there are any other
charges or fees that must be paid to
the VA. W.W.
ANSWER: The Veterans Administration announced several
weeks ago that it is raising by onehalf percentage point the funding
fee collected by VA in connection
with all guaranteed or direct loans
cloase on or after August 17, 1984.
VA Administrator Harry N.
Walters said the increase, from
one-half percent to one percent, is
made in accordance with requirements of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. Walters said the
only exceptions are loans made to
veterans receiving VA compensation for service-connected
disabilities, or to surviving spouses
of veterans who died in service or
as a result of a service-connected
disability.
The one percent funding fee must
be collected in connection with all
types of VA-guaranteed loans, including refinancing loans, and interest rate reduction refinancing
loans, home improvement loans,
FBI agents and federal proGraduated Payment Mortgages,
secutors worked for more than two
Growing Equity Mortgages, and
years in the Carroll period case
loans with buydown plans. The funand came up with very little in the
ding fee may be included in the
way of proving illegal acts
loan and paid from loan proceeds
although there was plenty of
without regard to provisions
publicity about numerous accusalimiting the loan amount to the
tions of illegal acts. Some of the
reasonable value of the property.
side results were that the cases
The current interest rate for VA
were ill prepared; a large amount
home loans is 14 percent.
of money was wasted; reputations
HEARTLINE: Could you please
were tarnished; and it was related
say something in your column to
to politics.
the. I'm sure, millions of elderly
Minor state officials have always
people who, in trying to protect
spent a great deal of their time runtheir financial privacy, don't leave
ning for another office. It's been
records of bank accounts or incalled the musical chairs game in
surance policies, etc., in a place
the lower offices while the lieutewhere they are easily found in the
nant governor uses his office to run
event of death of serious illness.
for governor.
My father recently died. He had
Maybe some definitive laws are
been ill from a stroke for several
needed — a job for the legislature
months and couldn't talk or really
Is.the Mills case just another big
understand anyone. After his
explosion that will turn out to be a
death. I had to refinance my home
lot of noise and smoke and nothing
and sell my car to pay for his final
else7
medical cost and his funeral. I
knew that he had the money for
these costs somewhere, and it took
a private investigator 4 months to
find it — all too late for me to be
able to keep my own finances
By Ken Wolf
secure. C.F.
What is more important, the abiliANSWER: Keeping yur financial
ty to change or the willingness to be
affairs too private and secret can
consistent, to "stick to your guns?"
create problems if you die suddenTo avoid changing is nearly imly or become seriously ill. Family
possible. Is this why we need to
members or close friends should
hold it off with guns? ) The semi.
alwaybs be able to locate all of
mystical. poetic social critic and
your financial papers. One conselover of change William Blake put
mAnce is that many savings acthe matter more pungently in 1790:
counts go unclaimed because the
The man who never alters his
account holder dies and the exopinion Is like standing water,
ecutor doesn't know of the acand breeds reptiles of the
count's existence.
mind.

by s.c. van curon

Mills case: all noise and smoke?
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Investigation of state officials
amid charges and counter charges
seems to have been the order of the
day for the past decade.
The latest episode traveling
through the court concerns state
Treasurer Frances Jones Mills and
several of her employees while she
was Secretary of State and running
for treasurer.
Several charges of theft by
deception were filed against Mrs.
Mills and some of her employees
under Kentucky's criminal code.
but these charges were dismissed
by Franklin Circuit Judge William
Graham, saying the actions of
which they were accused did not
properly fall under this law that is
a modernization of the old cold
check law.
They were indicted by a Franklin
County Grand Jury on accusations
of directing state employees to do
campaign work for her while still
drawing pay from the state.
Several misdemeanor charges
still remain, some involving violation of the state merit system
which prohibits state employees
from taking a partisan working
part in political campaigns
Mrs. Mills also had a state
telephone in her home and charged
long distance calls on it which she
claimed were related to work of
her official office as Secretary of
State. There was no specific charge
that mentioned this in the matter
now before the courts.
During the latter years of the administration of Governor Julian
Carrot more than a score of FBI
agents spent more than a year in-

vestigating some individuals in his
administration and some doing
business with the administration.
The cases were more than two
years in the courts but only two
persons were convicted, and one of
these is still on appeal.
Floating as a side issue along
with the Mills case is the counter
charge wherein she accuses Attorney General David Armstrong
is using it as a vehicle to run for
public office three years from now.
This invariably comes up in this
type of case because politicians
realize that name recognition is the
best possible asset in running for
minor office in Kentucky, and they
spend a lot of their time in office
running for another office since the
Kentucy Constitution prevents -a
constitutional officer from succeeding himself.
Legal technicalities mean little
to the average citizen. The layman
usually simply asks, "is it right or
wrong; or did they or didn't they?"
He doesn't worry that using state
employees for private gain isn't
covered by the law of obtaining
money under false pretense. All he
wants to know is was state money
used to pay Mrs. Mills' office
employees while they were doing
campaign work for her. It doesn't
matter to them whether employees
were in an office in the Capitol or
somewhere else in the state. The
question concerning them was
state money involved? My memory
from reporting days tells me there
was a law called "conversion" that
covered this. Will another grand
jury look into it?

thoughts in season

--seta
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MURRAY TODAY
Couple plans marriage for September

Angela Beth Hamilton
and Bill Ed Murdock

€:*`

Your Individual
Horoscope

71-7

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
What kind of day will tomorrow be?
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for your birth sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
This is a hard-working but fulfilling
day. The pieces of the puzzle begin to
fit regarding career projects. Advice
is helpful.
TAURUS
iApr. 20 to May 201
Matters related to children and
their schooling are favored. Singles
may opt for marriage or a steady
relationship.
GEMINI
May21 to June 201
You get the green light regarding
domestic projects and investments.
Make long-range plans affecting
financial security.
CANCER
PAOE
Jore 21 to July 22
Extra concentration allows you to
complete creative works. Couples
work together, then play together.
Romance is solid.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Sticky problems that thwarted you
in the past are now easily resolved.
Both job and domestic interests are
highlighted.
VIRGO
sit
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Your ability to stick to the facts is
an asset in negotiations. Children
follow your lead. Accent leisure after
dark.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You're security-minded today and
will institute budgets and long-range
investment plans. property interests
are accented.
SCORPIO
COE
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You're able to do a favor for a
friend. Some assume extra responsibility as a club member. Things go
pretty much your way.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
One business plan you'll keep under
wraps for now, but another has you
happily preoccupied. The financial
.picture improves.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A social obligation should be fulfilled. Some write for school catalogues.
Catch up on the latest show or entertainment tonight.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Insurance, pensions, annuities, and
profit-sharing plans are to the fore. A
career project that has been delayed
now gains momentum.
PISCES
xper
mew
r Feb. 19 to !Mar. 20)
Today you derive much satisfaction
from loved ones and friends. Nothing
dramatic - but you'll be pleased with
today's developments.
YOU BORN TODAY ,are imaginative and practical. You find
yourself through work, but are inclined to get depressed.
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EASTWOOD
A cop on
the edge ca

$500

FIRST
WEEK'S
RENT!

No Financing Necessary
No Long Term Obligation
Delivery and Service
Included
Rent-To-Own Plan
In Murray
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HIGHWAY 11 SOUTH

Monday.Sent,3
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
---Postoffice and Court
House offices will be
among those places
closed for observance of
Labor Day Holiday.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
---Tuesday, Sept.4
Baptist Women of
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will meet at 2
p.m. at the church.
---Southwest Calloway
Elementary School will
have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of
Murray.
Board- Tri;n7
ibers of
Calloway County Swim
Team will meet at 7
p.m. in Room 535, Fine
Arts Building, Murray
State University.
---Mothers Morning Out
will start at 9 a.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.
-- - Calloway County
Band Boosters will meet
at 7 p.m. in high school
band room.
---Southwestern District
Dental Assistants Society will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at PADD building,
Mayfield.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club

Tuesday, Sept. 4
will have a salad supper
at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house.
---Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 7 p.m. at the club
house.
---Women's Guild of St.
Leo's Catholic Church
will meet at 10 a.m, at
the church. For information call 435-4328.
---Group H of CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet at 2 p.m. at
home of Frances
Churchill.
---Auditions for Paducah
Symphony Orchestra
will be held here today.
For information call
753-2217.
---Story Hours for preschoolers will be at
10:30 a.m, and for
school agers at 3:30
p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
---Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Ruth
Caldwell.
---Singles Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
have a potluck at 6:30
p.m. at 602 Elm St.
---Ladies of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
will have a work day at
10 a.m.
---Salad luncheon for
ladies interested in
becoming a part of the
Chapel Chimes Ladies
Handbell Choir will be
at noon at Memorial
Baptist Church.
-- - -

LABOR DAY SALE

Hours:
Men.-Sat.
1040-4:00

TYME)

• 204 South 4th
Murray

A
$2.39
pVNCOr...
. 82.99

inen

Clesedi W•dinesale,

TV•Video•Audio•Appliances

711 Jefferson
Paducah
302-444-6666
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LOCOtild

los Greer Shopping Center
1027 Mineral Wells Peas, TN 34242
442-40310
Summer Fabrics Reduced

759-4487

35 A Canto' Yve

Laguna Hills, Calif., and
Charlie Rains of Arl-

2 Week Minimum
(Excluding VCRs a Stereos)

.t *L 753-3314

•11444 Oates Of KO
•Fartterel Homo (R)
•Mausolttutio (1)

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Rains
ington, Texas.
They have

eight

grandchildren and one
great-grandson.

Coming community events

Be careful of
Thatcher rose

aerelval contar 753-3314

Mr. and Mrs. Rains to be honored on 50th
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
R Rains of Murray will
be honored with a reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding
anniversary.
The event will be Sunday, Sept. 9, from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Community
Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
Hosting the reception
will be their children
and grandchildren. All
relatives and friends
are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Rains
were married Sept. 9,
1934, by the late L.Z.
Hurley,
at the Methodist
parsonage in Murray.
Their attendants were
Joseph Rains, Edna
McNutt, Tellus McNutt
and Magdalene
Houston.
Mrs. Rains, the
former Florence
Williams, is the
daughter of the late
Euther and Gertie
Williams.
Mr. Rains, owner of
Rains Sign Service, is
the son of the late John
W. and Allie Rains.
Their children are
Mrs. Frances Walker
and Robert Rains of
Murray, James Rains of

Mr. and Mrs. James
Ray Hamilton of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Angela
Beth, to Bill Ed Mur
dock, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Murdock of
Lynn Grove.
Miss Hamilton is the
granddaughter of Mr
and Mrs. Eugene Scott
and Mrs. Herman
Johnson, Murray, and of
the late James E.
Hamilton of Trigg County . Her greatgrandmother is Mrs.
Gustie Knight of
Murray.
She is a 1984 graduate
of Murray High School
and presently is a student at Murray State
University.
Mr. Murdock is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Webb
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Murdock of
Lynn Grove. His grandmother is Mrs. Opal
Webb of Mayfield.
He is a 1973 graduate
of Calloway County
High School and is a
self-employed farmer.
The wedding vows
will be solemnized on
Saturday, Sept. 22, at 6
p.m. at the Northside
Baptist Church. Dennis
Rodgers will perform
the double ring
ceremony.
A reception will follow
at the University
Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception. No invitations are being sent.

LONDON (AP) Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher has
a new pink rose named
after her - one that can
prick if mishandled.
Mrs. Thatcher officially named the rose
after herself in a
ceremony at her 10
Downing Street office,
toasting it with a glass
of wine.
The rose was
developed by West German grower Reimee
Hordes, who called it
"Margaret Thatcher."
The rose is being
shown at the international garden festival in
Liverpool.
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One Table Shirting
Sale Prices From $1.60 to $2.90
And Much More Sale Items

The First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 10
a.m. with coffee at 9:30
a.m, and executive
board at 9 a.m.
---Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Free blood pressure
checks will be given
from noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh•Day
Adventist Church.
---Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Wednesday,Mapt. 5
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will. be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
senior citizens.
---Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
---Baptist Women's Mission Group of Salem
Baptist Church is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
---Mission groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
---Flint Baptist Church
Mission Groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.

Working can be healthier
for U.S. wives and mothers
TORONTO (AP) Going to work tends not
to increase stress for a
wife and mother, a new
study says, while taking
on volunteer or school
work may even improve
mental health, another
study adds.
Working may help
"hold one together" in
the face of struggles
from other roles in life,
said Grace Baruch of
Wellesley College, coauthor of the study on
being a wife, mother
and worker.
"The quality of experience in being a
mother is the greatest
and most powerful
stresser," Ms. Baruch
said at the annual convention of the American
Psychological Association. Many people leave
home for work thinking,
"Thank God it's
Monday."
However, both Ms.
Baruch's research
paper and the other one
noted that the women
studied did not reflect
American women as a
whole.
Ms. Baruch's sample
deliberately overemphasized women in
high-prestige jobs, to
separate the effect of
working from that of
working at a low prestige job. And
women in the paper on
taking on extra roles
wer.e more highly
educated than women in
general.
Ms. Baruch's study
focused on 238 Caucasian women, ages 35 to
55, irf the Boston area.
Interviews found that
having a Job or not
made no significant difference in how much the
women felt anxious,
overloaded with
demands or caught by

conflicting demands.
Motherhood was the
major source of such
stress, even though only
30 of 134 mothers in the
sample had children
under age 8, according
to the study.
Overall satisfaction
with motherhood had
more bearing on stress
levels than did income,
age or educational attainment, the study
found.
The other study
measured self-esteem
and satisfaction in
career, husband and
motherhood among 500
working women.
"Women who have
several roles may gain a
sense of competence
simply by performing
and completing a variety of tasks," the study
said. And they may also
be building a richer
view of themselves
because of all the people
they meet in those roles,
it said.

Who's Who
honors five
CHICAGO )AP(Who's Who in America
spent 18 months looking
for five eminent
Americans to honor for
their achievments, and
picked Chrysler Corp
chairman Lee Iacocca,
writer Malcolm Cowley,
DNA researcher Dr.
Maclyn McCarty:
.
sociologist Robert Merton and Claude Shannon, "the father of information theory."
The winners of the
first Who's Who in
America Achievement
Awards each will
receive $10,000 and a
bronze statute
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Ledger and Times article travels to Trinidad
By EIITELLE
SPICELAND
The Murray Ledger &
Times staff printed the
picture of the Trinidad
family and appropriately my letter concerning
Mrs. Mabel Blalock's
entertaining the family
for three weeks. The
family was delighted
enough to collect
several copies of the article to carry back to
Trinidad that weekend.
So we have travelled.
If every body did

something to brighten
corners, jails and
prisons would not be
overflowing.
Little services such as
gifts of fresh vegetables
to those without gardens
are roses for the living.
Small courtesies as
opening a heavy door
for one disabled are
remembered.
Recently former acquaintances, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert McDaniel,
stopped by as I sat in my
carport.
He proved himself,

worthy of becoming a
Calloway County School
Board member by his
ideals and by asking if I
needed assistance to get
up my steps
Now there is a hint of
autumn in the air. It is a
sad season for those in
the autumn of life.
We get homesick for
old homes and family
reunions. Then we
realize that we have
known the Joys of the
seasons.
Now we must resign
to Ecclesiates 3:6: "A
time to get, and a time
to lose; a time to keep,
and a time to cast
away." May we accept
the forecast.
A visit from the
Auburn Sills, once
Stewart countians, now
Calloway neighbors who
brought not only
tomatoes and

watermelon but
beautiful dahlias and
news of the annual
homecoming near
Model, Tenn., re-newed
my annual fall
homesickness for days
forever gone.
No more can I walk
over those familiar hills
and valleys which
became dear to me.
because if I were able,
there's nothing left of
days that used to be
But on long, lonely,
sleepless nights. I in
retrospection can return
to the old Spiceland hill
and find every familiar
path, and re-live every
happy event
Long about now I can
imagine the men folk
about to start making
molasses down the hill
near the spring where
once a big mother sow
fell head first and

drowned drinking
And I see again the
fire burning in our little
fireplace of our blue
storm papered room
and wish I had realized
how rich we were, having each other and our
families Then I could
sing as I went to milk
the cow or to garden.
The Land Between the
Lakes is well known
now. I had never passed
Pine Bluff before our
marriage in 1931.
I had heard the Rev.
Ed Outland tell of
Stewart County churches. Surely, as an old
song says, "God leads
His dear children
along," all who have lived Between the Lakes
can be grateful for the
years they lived there,
and trust that time will
prove that whatever is,
is best.

LIBRARY EVENTS — Story Hours at the Calloway County Publlc
Library continue to offer special programs for children in the 3 to age
bracket. In the top photo, Sandy Sasso is pictured with Adam Wells. Adam
Hicks, Ginger Hicks and Ellen Cddberg after drawing Instructions. Ms.
Sasso is an art major who has conducted several workshops for children.
In
the bottom photo, Kevin Cole, library volunteer in the summer French pro
gram for children, is pictured as he gave instruction on French and
Spanish
culture at one of the recent Story Hours. With him are Beth Brockway,
Adam Hicks and Ginger Hicks,

Lekel
Clieatt,

By Abigail
Van Buren

NAMED FOR AWARD — Mrs. Alice Like,
right, 4-H leader for 52 years, recently was named as the recipient of the Conrad Feltner Leadership Award for the Purchase Area. Making the
presentation was Mrs. Maxine Scott, president of
the Purchase Area 4-H Council.

Women stuck with chores
By REDBOOK
time."
A Hearst Magazine
Praise your husband
Working wives are when he helps, don't
burning out, blowing up criticize him. Don't
and battling away in a treat him as if he were
largely unsuccessful at- dumb, but give him the
tempt to convince their information he needs.
husbands to help with Minnesota housewife
domestic chores.
Lynn Neson says you
Today, 66 percent of can't just tell a husband
all women with children to clean the kitchen
work outside the home, floor when it gets dirty.
according to an article
"His shoes will be
on getting husbands to sticking to the
help in the September linoleum," she says,
issue of Redbook. But "and he'll still be
most of these women wondering if it's time.
also are stuck with the You have to say to him,
same household respon- 'I find I have to mop the
sibilities that kept their floor every two days to
non-working mothers keep it clean."
busy.
Every wife must
"Everyone's in favor decide how much it
of equality, but not too means to her to have her
many men are doing husband help.
anything about it," says
"There are lots of
Dr. Robert E. Gould, ways to get people to do
professor of psychiatry things they don't want to
at New York Medical do," says Kenneth
College. — If Supermom Kaye, author of "Famihas to keep on doing ly Rules." "You can pay
everything, she's going them, threaten them,
to burn out."
cajole them, trick them.
Husbands come But you don't want the
equipped with a stan- short-term benefits to
dard list of excuses. The harm your long-term
favorites are:
relationship."
"There's something
There are other ways
else I really have to do." a working wife can
"In a minute."
make life easier for
"I don't know where it herself. She can use part
is."
of her salary to pay for
"I don't know how."
help. She can reassess
"But I already helped her own standards,
yesterday."
eliminate some of the
"Don't waste time duties she has assumed,
trying to change your and tell her family they
husband," says Laurie will have to expect less
J. Bilik of Bilik of her.
Associates, a behavorial
Then there are the
science consultant firm. children. Letty Cottin
"Change something you Pogrebin reports in
know you can change, "Family Politics" that
yourself and the way "on average, wives do
you communicate."
70 percent of the
Bllik's strategy starts housework, while
with the wife giving up husbands and children
control of the house.
each do about 15
"This is the first step, percent."
and the most imporIf a husband won't do
tant," Bilik says. "It more, ask the children
may sound easy, but it's to take on new chores. A
not."
5-year-old can take care
Giving up control of his own room. A
means abandoning your 10-year-old can fix a
own standards of meal.
cleanliness for your husFor the wife who has
band's. If he wants to do reached the desperation
the dishes only once a stage there is one final
week, let him.
alternative — strike.
Don't play martyr.
"Don't do things that
When help is offered, ac- will punish you," Farcept it.
rell advises "If dirty
Try a new vocabulary dishes in the sink drive
— neither so aggressive you crazy, wash them
it arouses hostility nor But before you do the
so timid it gets ignored. laundry, separate his
Warren Farrell, author things from the rest
of "The Liberated Leave his clothes, unMan," advises, "Sit washed, where they Ile
down with your hus- Don't empty his trash
band. Be calm. Pull out basket Don't give him
all the old humanistic clean bath towels.
buzz words. Say, 'I feel
"Most men have a
bad about the high tolerance for mess,
housework. My problem but if you stick with it,
is, I don't have enough you'll succeed."

411:41416

Letters Have New Meaning
When Pal Is in the Pen
DEAR ABBY: I just read in the
newspaper that a Canadian rancher
struck up a correspondence with a
woman whose name he had found in
one of those lonely hearts publications.
The man said he was not aware
that the address to which he had
been sending letters and money was
a prison until the authorities notified
him!
It seems that his pen pal, who
claimed to be a "lonely widow," had
been convicted of poisoning two of
her four husbands, at least one of
whom she had met through a lonely
hearts ad.
Abby, I am appalled that all
prisons are not identified as such—
especially when an inmate places or
answers an ad seeking a pen pal.
When I realize how close I came to
answering one of those ads, I
shudder.
Please comment in your column.
SHOCKED

me something? And if so, what?
NAMELESS GUEST
DEAR GUEST: I think they
have already told you something—that they have little or
no regard for you as a person.
In addressing an invitation to
an unmarried couple who are
living together,the names should
be written on separate lines in
alphabetical order. Example:
Henry A. Brown
Mary Louise Turner
•* •

DEAR ABBY: Every once in a
while you publish a valuable tip in
your column on child safety. May I
offer this one?
Recently, Margaret McCarthy, a
sweet 5-year-old neighbor girl, was
blowing up a small balloon when it
was accidentally sucked into her
throat and lodged in her windpipe,
blocking the air passage.
When all efforts to dislodge the
DEAR SHOCKED: I agree, all balloon failed, the child was flown
prisons should be identified as in a helicopter ambulance to the
prisons, and I am as shocked as nearest hospital, but within 15
you to learn that they are not.
minutes the child was dead.
I know that prisoners are a
It's too late to help Margaret,
lonely lot who need contact with bless her soul, but if you print this,
the outside world, but "caveat maybe other children will be spared.
emptor" (let the buyer beware)
A NEIGHBOR IN
should not apply in these cirFORT MADISON, IOWA
cumstances.
DEAR NEIGHBOR: My heart
•• •
goes out to the McCarthy family.
And my profound thanks to you,
good neighbor, for helping me
DEAR ABBY: "Don" and I have
to alert millions of readers to
been living together for three years.
the insidious danger of a balloon
His sister was married recently and
in the hands of a small child.
Don received an invitation addressed
to him and "guest."
I took this as an insult. Everyone
in Don's family knows my name
(Do you hate to write letters
and also that we are living together. because you don't know what to
Don and I have attended all their say? Thank-you notes,sympathy
family gatherings as a couple
letters, congratulations, how to
He told his mother I felt hurt, and decline and accept invitations
her excuse was they didn't know and how to write an interesting
how to address the envelope. If that letter are included in Abby's
was true, I think I should have booklet,"How to Write Letters
received a separate invitation.
for All Occasions." Send your
Then on top of everything, on my name and address clearly
placecard at the wedding dinner printed with a check or money
was written "Don's guest." They order for $2.50 (this includes
knew who Don was bringing, so postage) to: Dear Abby, Letter
why wasn't my name used? Do you Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
think his family was trying to tell Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

LOOK OUT WORLD, HERE
COMES LEE ANN HERNDON
351
/
2 POUNDS THINNER!
Lee Herndon is 10 years old
/
2 pounds. When
and has lost 351
school was out last May, Lee
began tagging along with her
mother, Pam, (who has lost 66
pounds) to the Diet Center. As Lee
watched her mother's wonderful
progress, she gradually began
asking questions about the program for kids. Without any prodding from her mother or the
counselors, Lee decided on her
own to lose weight at Diet Center.
After seeing almost immediate
results Lee was sold on the diet and
she became a Diet Center
counselor's dream. She never goi
off the diet or comapigined about,
the food. Lee is another Diet
Center success story...And you can
be, too.

DeVanti's
Labor Day Special
Friday, Aug. 31 through Sept. 9, 1984

Rib Eye 5 Oz.,
Potato and House Salad. . . . $389
Top Sirloin 5 Oz.,
Potato and House Salad. . . . $309
Chop Steak 6 Oz.,
Potato and House Salad. . . $259
Spaghetti
and House Salad
$259
Catering and Delivery
753-1314
Now Open Til 1 AM Each Day

"If you're on the
go... Ballgames,
Parties, School
We have the right
combination. You
can mark it down*"
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Regulators vow to get tough over state s chemical spills
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
i API — State and local
environmental officials
plan to initiate vigorous
enforcement of rules
that require immediate
notification of chemical
spills: a practice that
brought surprising
results in West Virginia.
The agitation was prompted by recent spills in
Louisville, two of which,
officials said, threatened explosions in the
sewer system.
Nearly two hours
passed on Aug. 14 before
a fire alarm sounded to
alert authorities of a
1,000-gallon spill of
sulfric acid at the
Ralston Purina Co.; officials at the Du Pont
Co. waited almost three
hours before alerting officials of an 8,000-gallon
spill of methylene
chloride into a nearby
creek; and another

company, which has not
yet been positively identified, leaked an
undetermined amount
of explosive toluene into
the sewer system.
Bill Burger, who coordinates emergency
responses for the state
Natural Resources
Cabinet declined to
speculate on why officials weren't notified
immediately. But ensuring that companies
begin to notify the state
quickly, he said, "would
probably require that
we advertise"
regulations.
"Sometimes people
don't know what the
notification requirements are," he
said.
Gordon Garner, director of Louisville's
Metropolitan Sewer
District, believes officials themselves are

partly to blame for late
calls, because they
haven't gone after
violaters aggressively.
"All local agencies.
MSD included, would
admit they have had
spills that were reported
late or not reported at
all," Garner said. "No
punitive action ever occurred, except a slap on
the hand.
"MSD has evaluated
this current series of
spills and taken a good
look at what it's doing
and said this isn't good
enough," he said.
Planned im
provements include
tougher enforcement of
the prompt notification
rule, revised ordinances
and regulations and better communications
with industry, Garner
said.
Gerald Neal, chairman of the MSD board

of directors, agreed.
"There must be teeth.
We just can't talk about
it," he said.
The state expressed
its anger with Du Pont
by filing an administrative complaint
against the company on
Friday. It alleges Du
Pont failed to notify the
Natural Resources
Cabinet about the spill
and that it polluted state
waters. Each violation
carries a penalty of
$10,000 per day.
Additionally, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency is sending
Du Pont a letter detailing its concern about
late notification.
MSD earlier had fined
Ralston $10,000 for its
failure to report the
sulfric acid spill and
failure to handle it
properly
Aggressive enforce-

,

Aft Stores Open

adoIhaelt

Labor Day Where
Allowed By Law

WANE

$7004ES/

WEEK-LONG
LABOR DAY

industries that if a spill
isn't reported immediately or at all,
they're going to be arrested for it," said Rick
Watson, a senior official
in the agency "There
are no warning tickets,
because we see it as a
serious violation for
them not to report those
spills so water plants
can be notified."
Few people have been
arrested, but cities and
companies have been
charged with criminal
violations in court, he

Phone With Auto-Dialer
DUoFONE,
'140 by Radio Shack

Chronomatic4-233 by Realistic

PAINTSVILLE, Ky. grave be moved to
API - A dispute over Floyd County, where the
who is responsible for state operates the Jenny
the upkeep of pioneer Wiley Resort Park, for
Jenny Wiley's final better upkeep and viewresting place won't end ing have been ruled out
with the gravesite being before and will be ruled
moved to a nearby state out in the future.
park, says one Johnson
"These people (the
County historian.
Wileys I formed the
Edward Hazelett, a bulwark of the Scotch.
Paintsville resident and Irishpeople who came
former president of the into this valley to chop a
Johnson County civilization out of the
Historical Society, says wilderness," he said.
suggestions that the "We ought to respect

27% 2788
Off

Reg, 37.95

Old Photographs Can Be Made To Glow
Again Scratches, Cracks, And Stains Can
Be Eliminated, Excellent Gift Ideas,
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Save
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State Farm
Medicare Supplement Insurance*

Reg. 99.95

It can pay some charges
Medicare doesn't pay.

•One-Button Dialing of Up to 32 Numbers
•Programmable Tone or Pulse Dialing

Wake to AM/FM radio or buzzer alarm.
Hi/lo dimmer display. Battery backup if
AC tails. Battery Sentinel® LED warns of
weak backUp battery. #12-1540
Backup battery extra

Tone or pulse dialing allows non-tone
lines to access services requiring tone
signals. Simple plug-in hookup. For desk
Of wall. #43-294 FCC regstereO
Not for coin or party-brie use
Memory backup batteries extra

AM/FM Cassette Recorder

FM Wireless Intercom

SCR-8 by Realistic-'

said.
Eli McCoy, assistant
to the chief of the West
iirginia water agency,
said Kentucky officials
might be surprised at
the results of aggressive
enforcement.
"I believe that if you
started taking harsh action or immediate
criminal action against
those not reporting
spills, in a year you'd
find that you're having a
lot more spills than you
ever thought were hapnoriing." he said.

In Kentucky, Burger
said he seldom loses
sleep with companies or
municipalities calling
him about spills. But
McCoy's story is
different.
"It's not unusual to
get calls about 2 gallons
of hydraulic fluid spilled
somewhere," he said. "I
get those at 2 o'clock at
night."
"Our people are adamant. They won't take
excuses about not calling in."

Jenny Wiley's grave in need of maintenance, property
owners are reporting; dispute over responsibility arises

Special Discount Prices
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our heritage enough to
keep their grave as an
honored place."
A Johnson County proper ty owner,
businessman Guy B.
Meade, blames the state
Parks Department for
the unkempt condition
of the grave, located on
land he owns.
Meade says his grandfather promised access
after the state agreed to
maintain the site and a
6-foot-wide footpath
leading across his property to the grave.
''The state never
honored the terms of
that contract. They
were supposed maintain
the trail, but as far as I
know they've never set
foot on that hill," said
Meade, who admitted
that he recently blocked
the path with timber to
keep vandals and dirt
bikeriders out.
"Some people have no
respect for the property
of others. I picked up a
truckload of beer bottles
and cans up there," he
said, adding that
tourists can still get to
the grave by taking
another path.
Word of the agreement was news to Bob
Bender, a spokesman
for the department's
parks and shrines division. He says he can't
find anything in the
agency's files to show
who might have signed

the agreement.
"Mr. Meade tells me
he has the letter of
agreement signed by his
grandfather in a safe
deposit box," Bender
said recen4. "He is to
call me ... to let me
know what agency it is
with."
Bender said his
records show that the
General Assembly appropriated $1,500 in 1960
for the department to
mark Jenny Wiley's
grave and to put a fence
around the site. But
there's nothing about a
maintenance
agreement.
Hazelett said between
500 and 600 people showed up in November 1965
when the grave was
dedicated. Hundreds of
people visit the site each
year, he said, adding
that construction of a
new U.S. 23 have made
it more difficult for people to find markers.
Road signs have been
taken down during the
work, but Hazelett said
the Highway Department has promised to
place new markers
when the job is
completed.
There have been problems with the
memorial over the
years, Hazelett said, adding that he planned to
talk about the latest one
at the Sept. 15 meeting
of the historical society.
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Powerful 10-watt amplifier with 6" woofers and solid-state tweeters for superb
stereo sound. Auto-Search Music System. AC/battery operation. #14-778
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Just plug stations into AC and talk! Two
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three shortwave bands on 3-26 MHz. Monitor planes and local control towers on the
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As you are packing bags for your son or daughter to
take away to school — don't forget to send the
Murray Ledger 8z Times along. Being away from
home can be very lonesome at times. They will
thank you for it.

21 ranges. Measures
AC and DC volts,
AC and DC milliamps, resistance
"Beep" continuity
indicator. With test
probes. #22-191
Batten's extra

Portable Multiband Radio

Murray
Ledger
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Reg. 59.95

Reg. 179.95 Each

Buy two for the
regular price of
one! Features 10"
woofer, 5" midrange, 1" tweeter.
Genuine bass port. 351/2 x
Walnut
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Veneer
#40-2047
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Save $8 on this 50function calculator!
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,nent of notification
rules alone would yield
tremendous results, say
two officials with the
West Virginia's Division
of Water Resources.
West Virginia got
tough following a spill of
carbon tetrachloride into the Kanawha River in
1977. The chemical
floated down the river to
the Ohio River and toxin
turned up all along the
river, alarming officials
in several states.
"We've made it clear
to to municipalities and
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USSR and China stocking up on gram' from U.S. grocery
WASHINGTON
AP .)
- The Soviet Union and
China have bought more
U.S.grain, although the
two countries are using
separate shopping carts
to collect their
purchases.
Moreover, China has
been exceedingly frugal
while the Soviet Union

has been spending
money like a well-to-do
homemaker with a
dozen kids to feed
The Agriculture
Department said Thursday that the latest deals
included 300,000 tons of
corn bought by the
Soviet Union for
delivery after Oct. 1, the

beginning of the second
year of a long-term supply agreement with the
United States
In its deal, China
bought 150,000 tons of
wheat for delivery in
calendar 1985, the first
to be bought for next
year.
The wheat sale to

China was announced in
the midst of criticism of
new U.S rules on textile
imports, a sore point
with the Chinese and
among Farm Belt
members of Congress
fearful of trade
retaliation.
A bipartisan group of
senators, led by Sen.

Nancy Kassebaum, RKan., asked President
Reagan on Wednesday
to scrap the new regulations, which are
scheduled to take effect
on Sept. 7 and Oct. 31.
The grain sales were
reported to USDA by
private exporting companies, as required by

law. No prices or other
details were disclosed.
However, the department says the latest
estimated farm price of
corn is $3.20 per bushel
and wheat, $3.27 per
bushel.
A metric ton is about
2,205 pounds and is
equal to 39 4 bushels of

corn or 38.7 bushels of value of about $38
wheat or soybeans The million for the corn and
Soviet corn purchase $18 million for the
would involve 11 8 wheat
million bushels, and
The Soviets now have
China's wheat deal bought about 6.9 million
about 5 5 million tons of corn for delivery
bushels
in 1984-85, and 1 36
Thus, the latest sales million tons of wheat, a
would have an total of more than 8.25
estimated U.S farm million tons

Future of ethanol for fuel depends upon gas, corn prices
gasoline, says an
Agriculture Department report.
The small, farm-type
still used to produce
ethyl alcohol - ethanol
- has not lived up to its
early expectations, the
report said. Even the
bigger commercial producers depend greatly

WASHINGTON (API
- Although grain-based
alcohol used in fuel has
developed a following in
some areas of the
United States, the future
of the industry is uncertain and will depend
greatly on the relative
prices of corn and

on subsidies and tax
breaks.
"Unless gasoline
prices rise andlyor corn
prices fall substantially,
alcohol blends will remain competitive only
with federal and state
subsidies," the report
said.
Fuel-grade ethanol

can be made from a
variety of feedstocks,
including grain,
potatoes, sugar beets,
sorghum and many
other sources. Corn is
the primary feedstock
used at the present
time.
Ethanol can be used
as a fuel extender. When

one gallon of ethanol is
mixed with nine gallons
of gasoline, for example, the result is 10
gallons of gasohol.
During the energy
crunch of the 1970s,
there was optimism that
small, farm -based
ethanol plants could
help relieve energy pro-

blems of U.S
agriculture
But that has not happened, says the department's Economic
Research Service in a
new review of the
alcohol fuel situation
"As many as 24 onfarm ethanol production
plants have been in

operation, but recently
some have closed," the
report said. "The problem is that the scale of
operation of these onfarm facilities is not
efficient."
For example, the
typical farm plant can
distill only 25 gallons an
hour, meaning that an-

nual output of ethanol is
only around .50,000
gallons. That does not
compete with the
economies realized by

larger plants, those in
the range of 10 million to
40 mfllion gallons a
year

Hay appears headed for record crop output this year
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Some areas hit by bad
weather are expected to
have shortages, but the
supply of hay generally
is up 2.5 percent from
last year, says the
Agriculture
Department.

153.4 million tons, compared with 140.7 million
tons in 1983, when hay
and most other crops
were reduced sharply
by widespread drought.
Previously, the record
hay crop was 152.4

The 1984 hay crop is
forecast at a record of

million tons in 1982.
According to a new
feed outlook report by

the department's
Economic Research
Service, the record crop
will mean a total hay
supply of 174 million
tons for the 1984-85 hay
marketing year which
began on May 1.

from 29.1 million tons on resulted in prolonged
May 1, 1983, the report i feeding of hay, high
said Wednesday. prices for hay, and
Together with the new lower carryover stocks
crop, the May 1 car- this year," the report
ryover makes up the said.
total supply.
"A late spring - par- ^ The national average
,ticularly in the western price received by
The hay inventory on Corn Belt, central and farmers for hay in the
hand as of May 1 was northern plains, and the March-May quarter was
20.6 million tons, down mountain states - $82.63 per ton, com-

pared with $76.07 a year
earlier. Hay consumption by livestock rose to
an equivalent of 1.65
tons per cow in 1983-84,
compared with 1.61 tons
the previous year.

trig stocks of hay, and
the price of hay dropped
below a year earlier in
July," the report said.
The area harvested
this year was estimated
at 62.3 million acres, the

"Good range and
pasture conditions in
June and July took
pressure off the dwindl-

most since 1968. The
average yield is
estimated at 2.48 tons
per acre, up from 2.36 in

1983 but still below the
record of 2.51 tons in
1982.
Hay use in 1984-85 was
forecast at 145 million
tons, down 4.2 million
tons from last year. A
cutback in both beef and
dairy cattle herds is the
main reason for the expected decline.

USDA optimistic about farm income after 12-year low
WASHINGTON (AP)
- A new outlook report
by the Agriculture
Department continues
to be optimistic about
1984 farm income, while
showing again that 1983
earnings dropped to a

12-year low.
Part of the optimism
for this year involves
the improving national
economy. Another
reason is that farmers
are putting land back to
work that was taken

from crop production in
1983 under government
acreage curbs and the
payment -in -kind
program.
"Consumer and investment spending increased 8.7 percent and

25.4 percent, respectively, during the first six
quarters of the
recovery, compared
with 8.3 percent and 5.6
percent during the same
time span for the
recovery from the

1974-75 recession," the
department's Economic
Research Service said
Thursday.
"Employment, industrial production and
personal income
statistics indicate the

likelihood of continued revised level of $22.3
For 1984, the report
strong but decelerating billion in 1982. Accor- stuck with a previous
growth for the rest of ding to USDA records, forecast that net farm
1984."
that was the lowest income could rise to $30
In its latest report, the since 1971 when net billion to $34 billion agency said net farm in- farm income was $15 double the 1983 level.
come last year dropped billion - a 20-year high
In another way of
to $16.1 billion from a at the time. Those looking at the income
figures are not adjusted situation, economists
for inflation.
said net cash income
The 1983 drop in net last year - a measure
farm income was at- of cash flow - rose to a
tributed mostly to a record of $40.1 billion
huge decline in pro- from $36.8 billion in
ducer inventories 1982. But net cash inAmerican market. Its by subsidies paid tif percent, and live hog exbecause of last year's come is expected to
findings are due by Nov. Canadian producers.
drought and the govern- drop in 1984 to $34 billion
ports have more than
21.
The latest update on doubled from last year.
ment's crop programs. to $38 billion.
Meanwhile, pressure the Canadian situation
Pork represented
has built in Congress for was included in a new nearly 20 percent of
retaliatory action, in- outlook report issued Canada's agricultural
cluding legislation that this week by the agency. exports to the United
would allow additional
"Since the mid-1970s, States in 1983.
import duties on Cana- Canadian exports of
"Nevertheless, Canadian products to offset both pork and live hogs dian pork and live hog
any advantages gained to the United States exports are small
have increased tenfold, relative to U.S. producwhile U.S. exports to tion," the report said.
Canada have been only "In 1983, Canadian pork
a sixth of earlier and live hog exports
levels," the report said. were about 2 percent of
"In 1978, the United U.S. production."
adminstration," said
States shifted from beCanadian hog producSen. David Pryor, Ding a net pork exporter tion rose sharply in 1977
supporter.
Ark., a
with Canada to a net and has remained high
Pryor, in a Senate
importer."
since then, marked by
speech, noted that more
According to Cana- expanded marketings in
and more people are
dian export figures for Eastern Canada,
leaving rural areas and
the first half of 1984, especially in Quebec,
The 10th of each month is a very important date to
giving up farming.
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
pork shipments to the and no growth in
"Farmers, ranchers,
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
United States are up 25 Western Canada.
dairymen and poultry
their bill
can't
stay in
producers
You see, these carriers are independent business
business if what the
men and women 'They buy their papers from us at
wholesale
cost and sell them to you at the retail
receive for their producdelivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th
tion is below the money
they
have
to
dig down into their own pockets to make
produce
it took to
the
up the difference
commodity." he said.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
People engaged in
each month They depend on you to write their pag,
agriculture are generalchecks
ly good credit risks,
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
Pryor added. "On the
your carrier
other hand, foreign borSo paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
rowers, particularly
caught without the right change and you avoid the
countries in Latin
Oak and Poplar Creosoted Lumber
bother of monthly collections
America, have been exTreated Pine
ttremely poor credit
Fencing Materials Metal Roofing
risks."

U.S. farmers protest Canadian hog exports
WASHINGTON (AP) Agriculture Depart- of the U.S. dollar are
- Imports of Canadian ment shows that it's a significant reasons, acpork and live hogs are complex situation.
cording to the departcausing squeals of proment's Economic
Canada's freight Research Service.
test among U.S. prorates, federal and proThe U.S. International
ducers, who say they vincial farm subsidies,
are being unfairly buf- disparities between Trade Commission is infeted by Northern Eastern and Western vestigating to see how
neighbors.
meat packing facilities Canadian hogs and pork
A new report by the and the greater strength stack up in the

Senate bill urges farm credit breaks
WASHINGTON (AP)
- The Senate may vote
in the next few days on a
resolution urging that
farmers be given at
least the same credit
breaks when applying
for loans that Latin
American and other
foreign government borrowers get.
The non-binding proposal, sponsored by Sen.
J. James Exon, D-Neb.,
urges President Reagan

Price support
essential to
leaf growers
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- Preservation of
the price support program is the most important issue facing tobacco growers today, says
James Finch, new president of the Burley Auction Warehouse
Association.
Finch says land
values already are
depressed. "They may
drop by another third if
the program were
abolished. A lot of small
farmers would be forced
out Immediately."
Finch, a Maysville
tobaccoman, also says
the health aspect is the
major threat to the program and that there's
little the industry can do
unter the issue.
"That will not go
away," he said in a recent interview. "And
tobacco in a lot of places
is socially unpopular.
But I feel like that probably the sales will not
go down any farther "

and the Federal postponments in debt
Reserve Board to "take and other special arsteps to ensure the rangements "through
availability of private negotiations,
agricultural credit to assistance from the
the agricultural pro- United Statese governducers". of the United ment and the InternaStates.
tional Monetary Fund,"
The measure, which the resolution states.
has wide bipartisan
At the same time, U.S.
backing from farm state farmers "have been unmembers of Congress, successful in securing
is awaiting action on the similar special treatSenate calendar.
ment from private
Exxon's resolution banks or the federal
notes that last year, government," it adds.
Brazil, Mexico, ArgenU.S. farmers should
tina and Venezuela held "be treated no less
$260 billion in outstan- favorably than foreign
ding debts, and that in- borrowers with comterest payments on parable levels of risk,"
these loans alone totaled states the resolution.
more than $20 billion.
"I think it sends an exBut these govern- cellent message, not onments had been suc- , ly to the farmers of this
cessful in securing nation, but also to the
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Bird TD lifts Racers over Louisville
LOUISVILLE — Frank Reamer says victories
over teams like Louisville are accomplished with
good people
Fullback Bill Bird is considered a "great one
by the Murray State head football coach.
especially after he ran the Racers to their big.
gest upset in years by trucking 75 yards for the
final touchdown in a heartpounding 26-23 contest
at Louisville Saturday

I've been telling people for a long time (Bird )
is a great, great back," Reamer said. "He made
me right for once at least."
Bird. a redshirt freshman from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., scored the dramatic touchdown
on a short pass from quarterback Kevin Sisk, a
play called 'Florida' in the Racer playbook.
Bird relived the play in his mind saying "I got
a couple of blocks and I ran through them. I knew
there wasn't much time left and I wasn't going to
let nothing stop me. It was a do-or-die situation."
The play is a basic fullback screen pass designed to go 15-20 yards, especially against a prevent
defense with a hard rush.
-I'm not sure who called it," Offensive Coordinator Mike O'Cain said afterwards. "It was
kind of a group effort on the sidelines. But it
wasn't that it was such a great call, but that he
made such a great run. What's funny is just
yesterday Bill (Bird) and I were sitting up in the
stands after practice and he told me we would
score with Florida. Tonight that was just sheer
effort on his part. About 75 percent of that run
was plain old determination."
Bird became the instant hero Saturday night,
but the Racer team as a unit was cheered loud
and hearty long after the Louisville fans had
drifted from Cardinal Stadium. Approximately
800 Murray State supporters in a block of seats
behind the Murray bench screamed, cheered and
celebrated the dramatic in-state upset.
The crowd out-supported the hometown
Louisville fans chanting DE-FENSE, DE.
FENSE, DE-FENSE during Louisville's last
scoring drive making spines tingle all along the
Murray sideline. On the last Cardinal possession,
when Ralph Robinson picked off his second Ed
Rubbert pass of the night on the MSU 14 and ran
out the clock. Racer pandemonium,reigned.
Defensive tackle Danny Coleman credited the
MSU coaches' philosophy for the victory. "They
told us all week long to never give up. Be
relentless. Never give up. Coach (Mike)
Mahoney told us we were going to stuff them at
the line and they'd have to go to the air," Coleman said.
When the Cardinals went to the air for a triple
record 55 passes, 29 completions and 393 total
yards, the Racers rose to the ocassion. Robinson
picked off two passes; Coleman had two stops
behind the line for minus-34 yards; Woody Clark,
Herbert Jones and Tony Woodie had 11, nine and
nine tackles respectively; and the Racer defense
held the hometown Louisville rushers to minus-7
total yards.
Mahoney was surprised at Louisville's
strategy. "All spring long they talked about
more balance, more rushing than they did last
year." the MSU defensive coordinator said. "We
were expecting them to take the ball and try to
stuff it down our throats because they are so
much bigger than us."
But Louisville, a team which promoted the
Cardinal Air Attack last season, rejected the
rush and returned to its 1983 form. The plan
backfired despite a tense last-minute touchdown
pass from Rubbert to Bruce Armstrong with 57
seconds left to give U of L a 23-20 advantage.
Louisville Coach Bob Weber said he thought
the game was over then, but when Bird caught
the winning pass his hopes were shattered.
"I was looking for a penalty out of my right eye
and to my left I saw a blocker in front of each of
our last two guys. They just didn't get off the
blocks in time to make the play.
"That was such a big play for them, but it was
a team kind of big play. Not only did he run well,
but the blockers got dovrnfield and made the play
work," Weber said.
The Cardinals, who face three national powers
In the next three weeks (West Virginia, Southern
Methodist and Houston) were shocked, to say the
least, by the tenacity of the Racers
(Continued on Page 9)

THE ONE AND ONLY — (Above) Murray State fullback BW Bird outraces the last Louisville
defender, free safety Kirk Perry (1), while Racer tight end Tony Lester (88) begins to celebrate the win.
ning pass reception and 75-yard touchdown runs little early.(Right) After being mobbed by teammates
in the Louisville end zone, freshman Bill Bird (37) lets the MSC fans know his prediction for the Racers'
finish this season.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Kevin Sisk hit
Bill Bird with a short
pass and Bird
scampered 75 yards
with 27 seconds left to
give Murray State a
26-23 victory over
Louisville in a nonconference college football game Saturday
night.
Sisk, mired at his own
25-yard line by a penalty, was evading a heavy
pass rush when he tossed to Bird on the left
side of the field. The
freshman fullback from
Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
headed down the
sideline, getting some
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recovered the ball on his Louisville to within
own 10 yard line and the 14-13, and Danny
ensuing field goal drive Cerione followed
gave Murray a 20-16 minutes later with a
23-yarder to give
lead.
A 26-yard field goal by Louisville a 16-14 lead.
Murray's defense,
Phil Ellis in the third
quarter brought which ranked ninth in
Division I -AA last
season, halted two
serious Louisville
threats in the second
half. The Cardinals'
rushing game was taken
away and Rubbert was
forced to the air 55 times
with 29 completions for
393 yards. All three
totals set Louisville
records.
Sisk completed 14 of
24 for 269 yards with two
Interceptions.
Louisville jumped on
the scoreboard first in
the second quarter when
Ellis booted a 30-yard
field goal with 9:20 left
In the half. The Cardinals added to their
lead with 6:57 left when
Ron Davenport ran two
yards for the
touchdown.
Both Louisville scores
were keyed by interceptions, with Don Cosby
and Brian Miller picking off Sisk passes deep
in Murray territory.
Murray came storming back when Sisk hit
tight end Keith Lester
with a seven-yard pass
intwo
of
with 4:31 left. Bird also
FIRST OF TWO — Racer defensive back Ralph Robinson (1) comes down with his first
RobinArmstrong.
scored with 1:16 left in
terceptions against Louisville Saturday. Tackling him is Cardinal tight end Bruce
last
the
out
ran
42,
Murray
the first half on a threeson's second Interception on the Murray 14-yard-line and return to the
Staff photo by Jim Rector
yard run.
seconds of the game to preserve the Racers' 28-23 upset victory.

key blocks at midfield,
to take it all the way.
Louisville took what
seemed to be an insurmountable 23-20 lead
with 57 seconds left
when quarterback Ed
Rubbert hit tight end

Bruce Armstrong with a
three-yard touchdown
pass.
. The two tosses were
the only touchdowns in a
seesaw second half.
Murray Freshman
Paul Hichert booted

field goals of 36 and 29
yards in the fourth
quarter. The last kick
with 3:28 remaining,
was set up by a bad punt
snap which sailed over
Kirk Kennedy's head.
The Cardinal punter

Sullivan wins MCC golf title with sudden death playoff
Jerelene Sullivan,
Evelyn Jones, Freda
Steely, Ethelene McCallon and Mary Bell
Overby have won their
respective flights in the
ladies' annual match
play tournament at the
Murray Country Club.
Sullivan, who has won
the ladles' medal play
and match play tournaments in previous

years, was forced into a
sudden death playoff in
the final bracket by
Mary Bogard before
winning the champion.
ship flight on their 19th
hole.
En route to the championship, she had
defeated Frances Hulse
2 up and Venela Sexton
in the semi-finals on the
second hole of an earlier

sudden death playoff.
Bogard had reached
the finals with a 3 and 2
win over Betty Lowry
and a 2 up victory over
Betty Jo Purdom
Jones was the first
flight winner with a 2
and 1 final-bracket win
over Toni Hopson She
had. beaten Diane
Villanova 4 and 2 in the
first round, Inus Orr 4
and 3 in the second and
Cartta Lamb 4 and 3 in
the semi-finals

Hopson's trip to the
finals included a 5 and 3
first-round win over Sue
Brown, a 1 up win over
Margaret Shuffett in the
second and a 5 and 4 win
over Pam Mavity in the
semi finals
Steely won the second
flight with a 4 and 3 win
over Ve Severns. En
route to her championship, she had beaten
Nancy Haverstock in
the first round. Louise

Murray Lumbar Co., Inc.
It
HMO
PPP

SAI/E UP TO $16 %.913 •

(Attest;fres tbe First litsabodist Cberdi)

Weekdays 7-3 Saturday 8-noon

Lamb in the second 2 up
and Jane Fitch 2 and 1 in
the semi-finals.
Severns had received
a first-round bye, turned
back Nancy Schempp on
the first hole of a sudden
death playoff in the second and defeated
Virginia Schwettman,
the tournament chairman, 4 ond 2 in the semifinals.
McCallon had littke
trouble winning the
third flight with a 7 up
win over Barbara
Stacey after making it
to the finals with 2 up
wins over Molly Booth
In the first round,
Frances Parker in the
second and Martha Sue
an in the
Stacey's wins came
over Billie Cohoon in the
first round, Patty
Claypool in the second
and a 3 up win over
Euldene Robinson in the
semi-finals
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Marino passes Miami past 'Skins
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
If National Football League players need four
weeks of exhibition games to prepare for the
season, you can't prove it by Dan Marino
Marino, who missed all but the final week of
the preseason with a broken finger on his throwing hand, rifled five touchdown passes to lead the
Miami Dolphins to a 35-17 rout of the Washington
Redskins Sunday in the opening day of the NFL
season
"He was a little rusty last week, but he was
really sharp today," said Miami Coach Don
Shula. "Just about everything he tried seemed to
work out."
This Included Marino's passing, which showed
21 completions in his first 24 attempts and 21 of 28
overall for 311 yards.
"They give you the chance to make the big
play," said Marino, who particularly exploited
Redskins' cornerback Anthony Washington and
strong safety Tony Peters.
Marino's performance highlighted a 12-game
schedule that included the first NFL regularseason game ever played in Indianapolis, a 23-14
victory by the New York Jets over the
transplanted Colts, and good performances by
several fill-in players.
In tha other action, it was Atlanta 36, New
Orleans 28; Denver 20, Cincinnati 17; Kansas City 37, Pittsburgh 27; San Diego 42, Minnesota 13;
Chicago 34, Tampa Bay 14; New England 21,
Buffalo 17; New York Giants 28, Philadelphia 27;
Green Bay 24, St. Louis 23; San Francisco 30,
Detroit 27, and the Los Angeles Raiders 24,
Houston Oilers 14.
In an afternoon game today, Cleveland played
Seattle. Dallas was at the Los Angeles Rams in
the season's first Monday night game.
Jets 23, Colts 14
Pat Ryan, a seven-year veteran making his
first start in the NFL, passed for 163 yards and
two touchdowns to Mickey Shuler, leading the
Jets over the error-prone Colts.
Ryan, thrust into the starting spot left vacant
by the trade of Richard Todd to New Orleans and
the court-trial problems of Ken O'Brien, hit
Shuler on a 13-yard scoring pass with seven
seconds left in the first half and on an eightyarder late in the third quarter.
The Colts, playing their first regular-season
game in the new Hoosier Dome since their move
from Baltimore last spring, led 7-0 after Curtis
Dickey's three-yard run in the second quarter
but mariaged no consistent offense after that, losing four fumbles.
Falcons 36. Saints 28
Gerald Riggs, subbing for injured star William
Andrews, ran for a club-record 202 yards and two
touchdowns to lead Atlanta over New Orleans.
Atlanta's Tom Pridemore averted an almost
certain winning touchdown by New Orleans with
just under three minutes to play with a fumble
recovery at his own four-yard line.
Broncos 20, Bengals 17
Gary Kubiak came off the bench to replace the
injured John Elway and engineered a 75-yard,
fourth quarter scoring drive that lifted Denver
over Cincinnati.

MHS soccer team
defeats UHA, 7-2
Murray High's soccer
team continued its'
undefeated regular
season tradition by
defeating University
Heights Academy, 7-2.
The season-opener
was played at Murray
State's Cutcheon Field,
Saturday.
Last season, the first
ever for the Tigers, saw
the Murray High squad
reel off 10 victories
before losing in the
regional semifinals. The
next MHS match will be
Saturday, Sept. 8, when
the Tigers host
Madisonville -North
Hopkins in a varsity and

MSU upset win
over U of L
(Continued from Pg.8)
"We're a lot better
than what we showed
tonight," Weber admitted, "but you have to
give Murray credit —
they do have a good football team."
Murray's Colby
Schreckengost, with a
chorus of agreement
from the other offensive
linemen, said the Cardinal defensive players
thought they were "better than they were."
"They mouthed off to
us the whole game,"
Schreckengost said.
"But I think we shut
them up. They were a
lot bigger than us, but
we were prepared for
everything they did."
The biggest difference
In the ballgame which
gave the smaller, Division 1-AA school the
final advantage, was
desire.
Bird said it best after
a moment's thought,
"Hqw did we do it? By
wanting -tr
.
more than
they did."
On September 15, the
Racers open the home
portion of their schedule
with a non-conference
game against Southeast
Missouri beginning at
7:30 p.m. in Roy Stewart
Stadium.

junior varsity
doubleheader beginning
at 11 a.m. at Cutcheon
Field.

Elway, who had fired one touchdown pass to
help stake Denver to a 13-3 lead, left the game
early in the third quarter after suffering a bruised left shoulder whlle scrambling out of bounds
Chiefs 37, Stealers 27
Todd Blackledge. making his first pro start,
passed for one touchdown and ran for another as
Kansas City turned four Pittsburgh turnovers In
to scores.
Blackledge, subbing for the injured Bill Kenney, fired a 22-yard scoring pass to Stephone
Paige midway through the third quarter to cap
an 80-yard scoring drive and boost the Chiefs'
lead to 31-20. Blackledge completed seven of nine
passes for 87 yards during the drive, which provided the Chiefs with their winning points.
Chargers 42, Vikings 13
San Diego's Dan Fouts and Wes Chandler
hooked up on two early TD passes and newcomer
Pete Johnson scored two more Tris as the
Chargers routed Minnesota.
Fouts, who missed six games last year with a
bad shoulder, completed 21 of 28 passes for 292
yards to ruin Minnesota Coach Les Steckel's first
regular-season game in the NFL.
Bears 34, Buccaneers 14
Chicago turned interceptions by linebackers
Mike Singletary and Al Harris into third-quarter
touchdowns and rolled past Tampa Bay. It was
the Bears' first opening day triumph since 1979,
when the team last made the NFL playoffs.
In all, the Bears intercepted six Tampa Bay
passes.
Patriots 21, Bills 17
Two Steve Grogan touchdown passes in - the
game's first eight minutes helped New England
turn back Buffalo. Grogan hit wide receiver
Stephen Starring for a 65-yard touchdown pass
on the game's second play and threw a threeyard touchdown strike to Derrick Ramsey six
minutes later.
Grogan completed 10 of 22 passes for 227 yards
and Buffalo quarterback Joe Ferguson 27 of 40
passes for 283 yards.
Giants 28, Eagles 27
Phil Simms became only the second Giants
quarterback in the club's 60-year history to pass
for 400 yards in a game as he tossed four
touchdown passes to lead New York over
Philadelphia.
Simms completed 23 of 30 passes for 409 yards
in picking apart the Eagles secondary. The
409-yard aerial show by Simms was second only
to the Giants team record of 505 yards set by
Y.A. Tittle in 1962.
Packers 24, Cardinals 23
Lynn Dickey passed for one touchdown and
ran for another to lead Green Bay over St. Louis
in the coaching debut of Forrest Gregg with the
Packers.
The Packers bolted to a 21-7 lead early in the
third period and had to hold off a late rally by the
Cardinals. A 39-yard field goal by Eddie Garcia
gave the Packers a 24-13 lead with 5:02 left in the
third period and their eventual winning points.
49ers 30, Lions 27
Ray Wersching's 22-yard field goal with four
seconds remaining lifted San Francisco over
Detroit.
Detroit wide receiver Leonard Thompson took
a pass from Gary Danielson in stride at the the 25
and raced untouched into the end zone to complete a 49-yard pass play that tied the game 27-27
with 5:01 remaining.
Raiders 24, Oilers 14
Marcus Allen, Frank Hawkins and Jim
Plunkett each scored on short touchdown runs as
the Raiders beat Houston and spoiled the NFL
debut of Houston Oiler quarterback Warren
Moon,
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Prosecutor angry over shock probation
PIKEVILLE, Ky
AP) - Harlan County
Commonwealth's Attorney Ron Johnson
says he doesn't want his
protests over the
release of a prisoner
who pleaded guilty to
arson to cause "a big
furor that will bring the
local bar and courts Into

disrepute."
But Johnson has
publicly objected to the
probation he says was
improperly granted to
Edward Napier, who
served 13 months of a
five-year sentence and
is out now and walking
around "
"A lot of people have

been calling very concerned about him being
out," said Johnson.
reached last week at his
office in Harlan.
Probation was
granted by Circuit
Judge Clarence Cornelius, who has declined
comment on the order
he Issued after hearing
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7 Bible pt.
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a motion Aug 10 for
Napier's release, according to a spokesman.
Johnson said his office
filed a written objection
to the motion, and "the
judge stated he would
reserve a final decision
until the next motion
hour Sept. 14." He said
he had planned to present arguments that the
shock probation proposed for Napier was not
appropriate because of
his history, and that a
petition requesting it
was flawed.
"But on the heels of
that came another order
on Aug. 22. He
(Cornelius) stated he
had made his decision,
without giving us the opportunity he promised
us," Johnson said.
Last week, Johnson
called a news conference to object to Cornelius' order. That was
an unusual step,
Johnson acknowledged,
but "I hope that my professional situation
comes across."
"I'm not trying to
tomahawk him or
anything like that,"
Johnson said. "I'm attacking the incorrect
operation of the system.
People have a right to
know how the court
system is functioning."
He said he will present arguments Sept. 14
and ''ask the court to
vacate its order and
reincarcerate the
defendant."
Napier was sentenced
for the March 1983 burning of the home of Mrs.
Mitchell Coldiron, his
former wife, who has
remarried.
Mrs. Coldiron told the
news conference, in
tears, that "that petition
said he needed to be
released because he had
a family to support, but
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that's ridiculous. Does
the court think he's trying to support our
children by taking their
home away from them?
"What really gets me
is that he admitted to
doing it. he pleaded guilty to it, but now he's out
there running around
scot free," she said.
Johnson said Napier's
record disqualifies him
for shock probation.
Napier was convicted
of manslaughter in
March 1973 in the slaying of Raymond Tackett
earlier that year, and
served about 13 months
of a four-year sentence,
the prosecutor said.
Napier served prison
time again after a conviction in federal court
in November 1978 on a
charge of possession of
a firearm by a convicted
felon, the prosecutor
said.
Shock probation,
Johnson said, "is for the
first-time offender and
the person who has a
high probability of
rehabilitation without
significant service
time."
A petition with 109
signatures presented by
Napier in support of his
probation motion included some names of
members of Napier's
own family.
Some of the signers
"are good citizens"
Johnson said, but "some
convicted felons have
signed it, notorious
bootleggers have signed
it and some of the
signatures are from the
family of a death-row
inmate."
He said Raymond
Tackett's sister,
Madeline, "was very
upset. She said she was
harassed by this person
at the time of his first
trial for killing her
brother."
Ms. Tackett has a
petition with 200 names
opposing Napier's
release, Johnson said,
"and she said she was
threatened by a
member of the Napier
family during the time
she was circulating the
petition."
"I wanted to show
these things to the
court," he said. "I think
the victims should have
an opportunity to be
heard, and they
haven't."

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
1
Legal
T. Trargaret Ea ey. will
no longer be responsible
for any debts other than
my own as of 013-30-84

2

9,00x20

GARFIELD
PW0000CK,

PONT LOOK,STRETCH/
IT'S NOT A
PRETTY 510141!

PwOCK,PWOC.K.
PWOCK

ovo,
EETLE BAILEY
BEETLE 1.1
WHAT
DIDN'T YOU 4
1 WHISTLE
2.
HEAR MY
WHISTLE ?.1

I cur SOME
FABPC SAMPLES ON
THE SOFA

GEE,'IOU SHOULDtJ'T GET
MAP IF A GUY DOESN'T HEAR
A LITTLE WHISTLE!

HAAMM,WHAT DO I
LIKE BEST ON
THE SOFA

LOS ANGELES (API
- When Michael
Jackson hit the road for
his "Victory Tour" he
made sure his entourage included one
person he could not get
along without - a Sikh
chef who cooks every
meal the superstar eats.
Chef Mani Khalsa normally works for the
Golden Temple Conscious Cookery and
Catering Company in
Hollywood, which supplies Jackson's food at
home.
Once the Jackson party arrives at the hotel in
the tour city. Khalsa is
'given a special cooking
area. Family and crew
members also enjoy
Khalsa's meals, but
have not restricted their
diets as has Jackson. 26.
"Everything is fresh,
natural and strictly
vegetarian." says
Akasha Khalsa, head
chef. The two chefs are
noVelated.
"We sent Mani with
the exact recipes for
Michael's favorite foods
- enchiladas, whole
wheat pizza and oriental
salad," said Ms.
Khalsa.
Started in India over
500 years ago. the Sikhs
say they have over
100.000 American
adherents.
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (API - A
teehnique to upgrade
gasoline so that 11,1ms a
higher octane. riling Is
being licensed by
Phillips Petroleum to 72
refineries around the
world The process has
resulted in a demand for
technical Information,
and Phillips recently
sponsored a five-day
seminar about it here

Used

Farm
Truck tires,
$20435
Call
Murray
Livestock &
Trailer Sales
753-5334

W•
grew
them
owselyes Big beauttful
hardy Garden "Mums"
63.96 each

Hoffman's Nursery
Hwy. 94 East
759-4612
DANCE Instruction for
ages 4-adult. Call Beverly Peeler. 753-8226
for information and
registration.
L.7NDIA Cochran
Dance and Gymnastics.
Repister Now! 753.4647.
QLASER wireless remote video recorder
with 14 day programming. Only 68.00 week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595

Career
Opportunity
Immediate Income

Avon
A Nome You Con Yrust
Call Now
Sherry Howell
436-5539

sLLMBER
SLIM..Slumber
Slim..Slumber Slim,
LOSE WEIGHT WHILE
YOU SLEEP.. Seen on
TV for $19.95. Available
at your local Drug Store
for only $9.95!!! Take
two tablets at bedtime.
THE Uptown Coffee
Shop and Deli would
like everyone to stop by
and try our complete
breakfast menu from
Western Omelet to fresh
Pastries. Our coffee
refills are always free
Also for lunch, have a
deli sandwich made
specifically to your
preference from our
many selection of
meats, cheeses and
breads. So stop by and
enjor breakfast or lunch
from 7a.m.-5p.m.
Mon.-Fri., 9a.m.-2p.m.
Sat. Located next door
to Wallis Drug Store,
Main St. Special thanks
to all our customers
from Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Hudgins_

Help

Wanted

extra cash
Earn super money.
have fun, make new
friends Demonstrate
Toys and Gifts till
Thanksgivine Samples
are FRE:
,Ve train
Phone 75., ,,693 after
4p ln

PART.time Kennel help
at Veterinary Clinic.
Must have own transportation, be dependable, trust worthy. hard
worker Hours 6:30a.m
to 8 30a.m. Send resume to P.O.
1940
V, Murray,
PROCESS MAIL! $75 per
hundred! No experience.
Part or full time. Start
immediately. Detailssend self-addressed
stamped envelope to CRIN41. Box 9014, Stuart. FL
33496.
RN' Supervisory position available for the
days shift position. Full
time with every
weekend scheduled off
Excellent salary and
benefits available
Apply in person at Care
Inn, Mayfield or call
247.0200.
SALES' Western Ky.
based service company
is seeking sales person
for surrounding area
Some travel required.
Successful candidate
will be gold oriented
and have strong oral
and written communication abilities.
Degree preferred but
not required. Excellent
career opportunity.
Resumes should be sent
to: P.O. Box 402,
Murray. Prior to Sept.
15, '84.
THE Ken Bar Inn
Resort and Club needs
professional commission sales people to sell
club memberships.
Prospects furnished,
excellent working conditions. Must be energic, enthusiatic and
clean cut. Potential
earnings $35,000 per
year. Call Larry Sutter,
9-5 daily. 502-362-8656.

9 Situation Wanted
HOUSECLEANING
Excellent work. Have
references. 753-2358.
I WOULD like to take
care of sick or elderly
person. Five days and
week, $600 per month
Phone 527-3474.
WANT job caring for
anyone hospitalised or
homebound
Have
transportation and references. 3 years ex.
perience. Willing to
work 7a.m.- 4p.m.
Monday through FriWill also do
day
housecleaning. Will also
clean offices. churches
Will also address mail,
telephone solicitor Call
anytime. 753-7129.

First Session
Tues., Sept. 4
at Woodman
of the World
Day Camp
Function Bldg.
on 641 N.
Iformer Murray
Gymnastics Center)
5:15 to 6:15
Mon., Tues. and
Thurs.
$30
per
month or $3 per
class.
Joy Thomas,
Instructor

Your complete Investment under $50. Receive spendable cash
after 24 hrs. Perfectly
Legal unlimited cash
program. Work at
home-simple and fun.
Not a get rich quick
scheme. For free in•
formation write to:
FINANCIAL
FREEDOM; 9071 Metcalf, Suite 426. Dept.
465: Overland Park, KS
66212.

5

Lost and Found

LOST male Siamese
cat In the vicinity of
Murray State College
Cts 762-4455

6. Help Wanted
AIRLINES NOW HIR.
ING Reservationists.
stewardesses and
ground crew positions
available Call 1(619,
569-6315 for details 24
hrs.
liULL time RN or LPN
for busy physian office
Send resume to P.0
Box 1040 P. Murray.
LAB 'Technician, part
time. 20 hrs week,
hours flexible for
physian office. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040
R. Murray
MANAGER -Trainee Electrolux Need manager trainee looking for
an aggressive individual with ambition
to earn $24,000 per year
guaranteed. Willing to
start 8250 a week
guaranteed. 443-6460.
9a m -11a m Mon and
Then only

Earn Money As
You
Lose
Weight. Easy
Fun!
And
753-7863
ONEYWAKIN
books Up to $750 next
weekend guaranteed'
Send for Free Informs
tion Pender Publishing
Company. "Dept " A
Box 54, New Concord
Ky 42076

DORM size retriger.
tor $.60 759-9816

NOW you can own a
complete

CHRISTIAN Bookstore
for sale. Serious inquiries only Call 7532769 or 527-8433.
FOR Sale 5-car shop. 1
mile south of Murray.
Call 759-4845.

Satellite

An

tenna System for only
S17.50iweek. Clayton's
Satellite T V Sales ma
Service, 753-7573.

REED

10. Business Opportunity
"CASH MONEY." $25,
000 a year part time.

Go For It!

15. Articles tor Sale

MATURE lady to stay
in home with elderly
lady
753 3161 or
753.3171

AEROBIC
EXERCISE

Jackson takes
chef with him

Notice

6

16 Horne Furnishings
ATTENTION. Look No
Further For Your
Housewhole Needs
Bamboo. Dinette -6
chairs, sold new for
$1,200, ONLY I496. Solid
Cherry Dinette Set,
Hutch, Buffet, table and
6 chairs top shape,
$995 Also maple table
and 6 chairs. $175 Plus
many other nice items
Fine 30 and 20 inch
Electric Stoves. Like
new Refrigerator FrostFree. Plus other kitchen
dinette sets. Cide Mill
Old Wood Cookinv
Stove. Many other
teresting items. Al
ELLIOTT'S FURNITURE. 408 Main.
Murray. Ky.
WESTERN style couch
and chair, $100. Kitchen
table and chairs for $50.
7594428 or 753-4454.
19

Farm Equipment
00x20 USED Farm
Truck Tires, 120-535
Call Murray Livestock
and Trailer Sales 7535334

22

Musical

n 0 OD

used Signet
Flute. Also 2 pair girls
Middle School Band
pants. size 7 Junior
753-5838 after 6p.m

24. Miscellaneous
NISHIKI 10 speed
bikes. Best offer. 7599797 after 5p.m.
OLID Railroad Ties. $6
and up 753-2905 or
435-4343 or 435-4319.
OUND System for rent
for private parties. Call
753-6278 after 4p.m.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60 ALL electric, 2
BR. good condition
Moving must sell. Call
753-6505 or 753-5464.
12x60 COMPLETEL7
furnished, $6,000. Also
corner lots in Almo
Heights with 2 block
buildings which we will
sell with or without the
trailer. 10x50 furnished
trailer. $2,000. 753-8560.
14 x 65 NEW Moon
mobile home, 2 BR, 2
bath, central h - a. 7536420.
1974 NEW Moon. 12x63,
central heat and air,
extras. Priced reduced
Call 437-4703.
1976 sclort,rz 14x65. 2
BR, partly furnished on
approximately 3 acres
with 2 car shop,
southwest of Murray.
753.7627.
1980 14x65 ALAF TN
mobile home. 2 JR.
carpet. ceiling fan,
some appliances, extra
nice 435-4326
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
3 BR 10x40 trailer Near
Murray 6150/month
354-8795
TRAILER for rent See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Ct

29. Heating and Cooling
Wood
for
mobile homes. UL approved, $299.99. W
Hardware, Paris
30

Business Rentals

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
32

Make More Money Working
In Counties Like
o
Kuwait, Saud. Arable.
VOINIV10141, Etc . Also Positrons
Are Araileble In Northern
Boron,of Caned* Alaska And
The North See Permanent:Tens
porary Workers Needed Are
Tradespeople, Laborers. Proles
sorrels Etc For FuS Informefen
Send A Self Addressed
Stamped Envelope To
Overseas Dept 5032
701 Washington Street
Buffalo N
14205. USA

14 Want to Buy
QUILTS. old Best
pricespaid 759.4520

WAN'll to buy. Har.
dwood timber
753-0338

Call

15. Articles for Sale
ELECTFITC
Typewriters. $100 each.
Victor Electric Adding
Machine, $25. 759-1156.
I WINDOW air conditioner. 753.6719.
HUMIDIFIER and 2
girl's blcyles. Call 7591603

Office Furniture
New shipment from
New York
Pernal List Wood Chippendale desk. Credenza
and phone stand Very
large selection of 'midst
d•sk, ch•irs. files.
bookcases.
tables,
folding tables, excellent
quality and condition
CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
tole Jeffereon
Perflocall 442 4302

Apts for Rent
I BLOCK from MSIJ
campus.
1 6 0 per
month. 753-2649 or 7531914.
I BR furnished apt, air,
121 North next to Fair
Grounds No pets Call
753-3139.
2 BR 1),.ck duplex.
partially furnished.
plenty of parking.
married couples only,
no pets $225 per month.
753-6931.
BR furnished apt.
near downtown and
large 1 BR apt 420 S
8th Lease and deposit
required. No pets
Adults only 753-9208
after 4p m.
FDRNISHED 1 BR apt
near downtown Murray
753-4109. 762-6650. 4362844
NICE 2 BR apt. No pets.
central alr with heat
pump References and
deposit required Rent
8230. 492-8634.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR
Apply Hilldale
Ants , Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity

33. Rooms for Rent
AIR Condftioned Sleep
ing Room. 759.4952
between 5p m -10p m

34

Houses for Rent

2 STORY 3 BR un
furnished, city utilities.
half basement. $300
month plus deposit
502-369-6958 after bp.m
EDT
BR house 1639 Miller
in Murray 492-6326
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34. Houses for Rent

36. For Rent or Lease
IO's11' ROOM for ren
inside a business. Call
after 5p.m 435-4229 or
474-2308

38

46 Homes tor Sale
2 STORY frame house.
2-4 BR. 1 bath, fruit
trees, good shape. fenced for calf or hogs.
outbuildings and smoke
house Farmington
area 345-2597 after
5,Em
I :TR, garage, workshop
attached, approx
acre lot with garden
spot. 2 large outbuildings, interior
completely remodeled
including builtin
bookcase, range, bar.
corner china cabinet.
and garbage disposal.
Has built in front porch.
Fully carpeted with
wood heat or has access
to natural gas. 200 amp
electric service. Call
after 5p.m weekdays or
anytime weekends. 4028126 or 492-8526. Priced
In the twenties.
BANK of Murray and
FmHA repossed houses.
Murray Calloway
County Realty, 304
North 12th St. 753-8146
or Ron Talent 753-9' I
PET PEN
BY owner, lea ,ng
1101 Story Ave.
area, must sell. 3
759-1322
bath, fireplace,
equipped kitchen, 2 car
43 Real Estate
carport. less than 1 year
95 ACRES with re- old. Gatesborough area.
modeled farm house Low 150's. Call 759-4587.
and 3 outbuildings. Will ENJOY country living
sell or trade for any- close to town and for
sale by owner custom
thing. 474-8884.
built 3 BR home. 2
ceramic
tile baths, with
STROUT
marble vanity tops,
REALTY
marble window sills
throughout house. Attached 2-car garage
Lou Ann Phipot 753 8843
with automatic door
Wayne Wilson 753-5088
opener, redwood deck.
Joe L Kennon 436-5878
Central
heat and air.
1912 Coldwater Rood
Located on large lot 1
Mummy. Kentucky 42071
Hwy. 94 West
block
off
15021 753-0188
Just outside city limits.
Anytime
Priced in the upper
JOE L KENNON
$50's. Must be seen to
Broker
appreciate. 753-9977.
Licensed & Bonded
LAKEVIEW Home in
Pine Bluff Shores. 3 BR.
2 bath, big living room
44. Lots for Sale
with fireplace, front
EXTRA large mobile porch and sun deck,
home lot. $60/month. double car garage with
City water and sewage. work shop. $53,000. 502436-2811 or 314-479-3845.
'Close to school. 753-Z/611.
LARGE shady lot, 405
45. Farms for Sale
North 7th, two story. 4
BR, 2 baths, living room
87 ACRES Earn. bottom
land with good tobacco has fireplace, large
barn Has 1 8/10 acres dining room, outside
of dark fired tobacco storage building, large
base planted in beans garden space. Priced in
this year. Located at $30's. John Randolph
Realty and Auction
Bell City. Priced
$35,000. Call 382-2868 Company. 753-5561.
REOLTED. Will conafter 7p.m.
t..!OUNTRY Estate, 513 sider contract nice
acres, best location, fair starter or retirement
home. 2 BR, 24 acres. 7
priced. Call 753-2770.
miles 280 East. 436-2802.

Pets-Supplies
MIN TX'ft:RE
Cockapoos and 1
Bassett Hound. Also
Terrier mix Benji dog
Can be seen at B-3
Coach Estates after
35. Farms for Rent
3p m
37 Livestock-Supplies
'OR LEASE or sale 4 BEAGLE Puppies
Spacious home on large
Call 753-0825 after 141.m.
lot at 1100 Sycamore. 3 R TDGEWOOD 9 WEEK old Weagles
BR, 2 baths, full base- STABLES
Horses pups Call 436.2902 or
ment $350 per month
boarded
Stalls and 753LAKE BARKLEY pasture
space availa- ARC Basset pups Also
REALTY, Cadiz 924AKC Beagle puppies
ble $20 per month
5361. Locally call 436- 753-3010
Call 489-2599
1:415
ARC Saint Bernard
puppies. Cali 502-3624064
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
VANARIES, 3 pair. will
Silver
Gold
sell separately or in
Closed
Closed
pairs Cockatiels. 1
Yesterday 350 75
Yesterday
770
tame. 1 talking 436-2318
2.10p.m
Opened
Opened
Today
Today
348 25
7 51
Clown
Down
250
19
Compliments of:
Birds, Hamsters,
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
Tropical Fish &
JEWELERS -OLYMPIC PLAZA
Supplies.
Aug.
753 7113
Specials In Store
Gold. Silver a Diamonds

2 BR house. stove and
refrigerator furnished.
304 South 11th 753-2864
or
after Sp m
weekends

Wa• buy
Hours:

10 8

Daily. 12 5 Sunday

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
DIVISION SALE
Saturday, Sept. 15, 1984 10 A.M.
26 Acres In nracts
Three Bedroom Home - Farm Machinery
Bass Boat - Miscellaneous
Location: 4 miles south of Murray, Kentucky, on Highway 121.
Tract MI-Modern 2,500 sq. ft. Brick home
+ 5.8 Acres.
Tract 02-.67 Acres - 125'x230' at the corner of Highway 121 and Old Salem Road.
Tract 03-.68 Acres - 125'x230' building lot
fronting Old Salem Road.
Tract 04-1 Acre - 178'x230' beautiful
building site.
Tract 05-17.9 Acres.
All of these tracts have outstanding
building sites with all utilities available.
This property will be sold to the highest bidder. Tracts will sell individually with combinations being offered allowing everyone
an equal opportunity to purchase a parcel
of this farm! It is located in a very desirable
neighborhood and only a short drive from
Murray.
Farm Machinery Boat Miscellaneous
1977 4600 Ford tractor - 1964 Chevrolet grain
truck with hoist - 14' stock trailer (Hale) 18' three axle flat trailer - Cab over camper
(sleeps 4 - J.D. grain wagon -2 Honda 70
trail bikes - 1 Honda 90 trail bike - 3 14" M.F.
plows - 8' International P-V disc - 6' Ford
grader blade - 2 14" Dearborn plows - 7'
bush hog ( pull type) -6' bush hog (pick-up)
- Boom pole - 16 h.p. Yazoo riding mower
with 48' cut - Post hole digger with 3 pt.
hitch - 3' points for round hay bales - 128
square bales red clover - approximately 25
bales grass hay (large-round)
1979 16' Bass Tracker Boat (Complete
Household Furnishings
and Miscellaneous
Couch and Chair - 3 piece bedroom suite Hide-a-bed - Automatic Kenmore Washer
and Dryer (white) - Ringer washer - E-Z
Boy recliner - Antique rocker - Three antique oak church pews - Knee control electric
sewing machine - yard swing with frame cedar chest - two end tables - two lamps odd chair.
This property is selling at absolute auction for division. The owners have already
moved and possession will be given with
deed.
Owners: William & Mary Rose

(

.

TIT. )

N

17 Wooded acres only % mBe from lake
on good country road about 15 mites east
of Murray. This fine property is being offered for the low price of $6,000. Owner
financing is available.
35 acres with large waterfront on main
body of Ky. Lake. Long blacktop road
along north side of property (Ky 191131.
Suitable for resort, condominiums or
development.
140 acres with about 4.000 feet of
prime water front on main body of lake.
This has gently sloping land toward the
lake, nicely wooded with large trees;
secluded area; on good country road.
Suitable for exclusive lake area homes;
condominiums; resort; development; or
just a super hideaway. This is one of the
few large lake front parcels In Calloway
County.
We have a few choice lake front lots
from $5,500 to $16,000.

John C. Neubauer Real Estate

Intl

Mt. Carmel - Valentine Rd.
New Concord, Ky
or call 753-7531 or 753-0101

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad from The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then
have the answer.
Coll John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDMONING INC.

110 Osmond Norlirk rood ear.
riot dealer for tea.
re.
vim
taeormy mod Calloymy
Dowdy 61111 OraIwo•

6 a.m. • 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Ph... 753-5331/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952
Send
llr
packages the easy
way
Use our conyient
"Ve We accept
UPS packages for
Shipment
COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Sovore
753-7499

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Visyl
alvasinum
Sidi'', Custom trial
References.
work.
Cell WIN Ed Bailey,
753 06E9

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vibra Stems.
taloa
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
733-51127

753-8181

Police
911

HT C Ch•-nroey
Cave. Sas
Screens

Chim Chim
Chimney Sweeps
753-3445
762-4792

Poison
Control
753-7588

4 7 . Motorcycles

55

11978 660 SPECIAL. low
miles good condition
Can be seen at 41213
North 5th St
1978 HONDA 50 good
condition Call 753-6331
1982 750 TAMARA
Virago with sport fair
ing. low mileage. 2
helmets and cover in
cluded Will negotiate
753-3534
1982 SR Express Moped
Call 753-5474 after 3.30
1082 YAMAHA Virago
920. 3.xxx IT
$2.000
Call 753-4696
. 4;.m.
1983 HONDA V-it, excellent condition, only
1.300 miles 13.000 or
consider trade 753-7627
after 5.30
1984 200X 1-Wheeler,
excellent condition,
complete rebuilt engine. 753-5216
WHEELER and Dirf
Bike Repair Call after
5p.m. LAW ATV Service, 753-9346

Offered

Stubblefield
Electric
24 hr. Service
759-4899
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 21 years
experience Parts and
service Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St
753-4872, 7 5 3 8 8 66
ihome).
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan, KelvirusU)r and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers. refrigerators, etc Earl
Lovett, 354-6958 or 7535341.
BLOCK Building,
basements, garages,
footing, floors, driveways. Also brick work,
large or small jobs. 24
years experience. 7535476.

48

Auto Services
1 SET of 14x8 Aluminum
slotted maga with tires.
1 set 15" factory Pontiac wheels Will paint
to suit; 350 Chevy
engine, excellent condition Call 753-4043
after S p m
or
weekends
GOOD Reconditioned
Auto Batteries.
guaranteed! $15 exchange. Call 753-3711.

BAILEY'S FARM
LUMBER
For ell your
out building needs
7591099
Come( of Industrial Rd.

53. Wyk** Offered

53

INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA ap.
proved Save on those
high heating and coca
ing bills Call Sears
7 5 3 - 2310 for free
estimate
TOE (Sonney i McKim.
ney Appliance Service
All makes and models
i Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances
Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store
753-8505 or 492-9704
TOINER'S Tree Service. 30 years experience Also bucket
truck for hire Call
753-0306.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service: 753-5827.
MASONARY work done.
brick, block and stucco
Modular home under.
pinning No job too big or
too small Call 901-2434104 ask for Danny

ROOFING

53

Services Otterod
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Services Offered

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry Work completely
ttiaranteed Call or
write Morgan Construction Co RI 2. Box
409A. Paducah, Ky
42)01 or call 1-442-7026
E repair, buy and sell
used air conditioners
Call 753-9104

PAINTING

INTERKNE
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

ROOFING!

•MEE ESTIMATES•

15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimates

WED work on your
trees' Topping. pruh•
ing. shaping complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0338
ORNAMENTAL and
Wrought Iron Porch
Posts and Hand Rails
land portable Welding
Service, Call 15021
753-5425 STALLS ORNAMENTAL AND
WROUGHT IRON,
Murray. Ky

436-2999
55 Feed and Seed
FOR Sale. Ky 31 'Fescue 95.75 Germination,
30 cents lb. 901-642-8544
days. 901-642-8542 or
642.7482 evenings.

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jack Glower
753-1873

56

Free Column

t h. puppies, mixed
Beagles Call 759-9212
FREE to a good home. 4
month old male mixed
breed dog. 759-9676

Free

CUSTOM Bushhogging.
Estimates
Call 474-8091
1973 CAMARO, p.a.,
753-5459
or
GENERAL
HOME
p.b., air. AM-FM radio.
350 engine. automatic. REPAIR. 15 years ex753-8072
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
perience.
Carpentry,
Needs body work.
X, CUSTOM WOODWOICKINO
Mechanically sound. concrete, plumbing,
•
753-6325 or 753-4993 after roofing, siding. NO JOB ROOFING. Plumbing,
TO SMALL. Free es- Siding, Additions.
•
.m.
Painting,
General CarSOLIO WOOD CABINETS &
1974 CATALINA Pon- timates. Days 753-6973, pentry.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
P.A. Molony,
nigtits 474-2276.
tiac, runs good. $350
Bich • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
753 - 8628 . Free
G=RING
by
Sears.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
753-5636.
Estimates.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
1975 CL TLASS Sears continuous gut•
ters installed for your
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
SUPREME. Runs exCOMPETITIVE PRICES Dyep By a See Oar Dlapllay
specifications. Call
cellent. Body Fair. 1,500
•
miles on rebuilt engine. Sears 753-2310 for tree
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•
80,xxx miles on original estimate.
•••
•••••
•••
•
•
•
•
•
•9•••*
engine. Asking $995.
753-9311
Aluminum Service Co.
1976 BUICK Sky Hawk.
Aluminum and vinyl
Boom Boom Fireworks has done it
p.s.. p.b., a.c., AM•FM
siding. Custom trim
8-Track, good condition.
again. Blasted off with Jackson's
work.
References.
Best offer. 753-5944 or
Auto Parts, same building.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
759-8890.
753-0689.
1976 OLDS Cutlass, p.b.,
American
made.
p.s., tilt. cruise, AM-FM
Carburator kits, $5.44 and up.
stereo cassette, $950.
354-8746 after 5p.m.
Brake shoes, $10.30 and up. Brake
1078 VOLKSWAGEN
shoes and pads, $23.95 and up. URabbit, 59.xxx miles,
ON MIS ,
1 1111111110 LitO PIONEER
red, good running conJoints, $5.44 and up.
dition, $1.000. 247-1546
CAP STEREO
after 5:30p.m.
JACKSON AUTO PARTS
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
1977 CAPRI Chevrolet,
Hwy. 641
South Hazel, TN
certified mileage 41,xxx
Dixieland
Center
Open Til 6
Open 7 days a week, 7-5
489-8191
miles, loaded all options. new- tires, like
new, replacement with
new car would cost
$14,000. 1982 Caprice 2
ton, fully equipted. 4988715 or 498-8739.
1978 DATSUN 280 Z.
Home. 759-1274, Office.
753-4703.
1978 NOVA, completely
repainted. 4 Dr.. V-6,
sharp car. Call after
a
•
5p.m. 753-0816.
1980 4 DR Futura
Fairmont Ford, 4
may Ann Honey
cylinder, 38,xxx miles,
sharp. Call 753-8149
Granddaughter of
after 4:30p.m.
Carl & Norma
1981 PONTIAC U.
Laughner
sharp. low mileage,
Betty & Kertn Honey
$6.500. 753-4647.
1982 CUTLASS Supreme
Broughm, sun rocf, all
power. cruise. AM-FM
stereo cassette, $7.800.
759-4644 after 5p.m.
1983 BUICK Pfegal 2 Dr.
Limited, loaded with
10dooc miles. Call 7537785.
9 . Used Cars

ALPINE.

••e

50

Used

Trucks

1970 RANCHERO. p.s.,
p.b.. alr, automatic,
runs nice, $650 Call
7536505 or 753-5464.
1972 EL Camino, excellent condition and care.
350 engine. maga, stereo
speakers. local. 57,xxx
miles. 753-8585
evenings.
1979 DODGE Conversion Van, 318 automatic,
p.s., p.b., ac. Nice.
Priced to sell. Sell at
1104 S. 16t5 St or call
753-8124.
1979 SILVERADO, 51,
500 miles, 55,500. 7537523.
1980 CUSTOMIZED
Ford Van, 55,xxx miles,
standard with over
drive, excellent condition. 55,600. 753-0195.
1981 GMC Pickup,
35.xxx miles. Work
753 4703. Home 759 1274,
51

Campers

1970 SHASTA Trailer
MUST SELL $800 or
best offer 436-2455 after
430

Miranda Jade Und•rwood
Granddaughter of
RJ & Shirley McDouga,
Martha Underwood & the
late Stacy Underwood

Jorsonty K. Alexander
Grandson o'
Hugh and Wa+ana
Alexander

Sunday, Sept. 9, 1984
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in The Ledger
and Times on Friday, Sept. 7, 1984.
Photo

Name of Grandparents

Name of Child

Cost $5.00 each

Extra copies of paper available to send to relatives.
Original photo returned after page appears in paper. Deadline
for copy - Sept. 5, 1984
-COUPONPlease insert my Grandchild (s) photo in your paper (Photo
Enclosed).
Name of Child

52. Boats -Motors
14 BASS Boat with &I
h p Mercury motor,
trolling motor. $900
762-4797.
14 FT Polarcraft Jon
Boat. 20 h p Mercury
motor, depth finder,
trolling motor. $1,000
Also sliding caniper.
$600 753-8560
LOWRANCE depth
finder
Also electric
sewing machine. 4365481.
-- -7-""•4411
1(1' MARK Twain, open
bow. 165 Merc 1/o.
Boat good condition,
mechanically excellent.
$5.995 Call 753-7322

Name of Grandparents
Enclosed $5.00 per photo or bill me at the follov ing
address.
Name: _
Address
Mail To: The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071

53

Services Offered
FENCE sales at Sears
now- Call Sellire 753-2310
for tree estimate for
your needs

V
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MSU Theatre holds auditions for four productions

Auditions will be held
On Wednesday. Sept
Mayfield for 'Rodeo,'' and a number tion of Dr. Carl Rogers. the coming season
for four separate pro- 5. at 7 p m auditions presentation
of master classes. A Joint venture between "looks very exciting
ductions of the MSC will be held for two oneOn Saturday, Sept 8 Membership in the MSU the MSC Theatre
and We have operetta,
Theatre during the next act plays which will be at 10 a.m.. auditions will Dance Theatre Com- the
Opera Workshop, modern drama, dance,
week - On Tues., Sept. 4 presented as State 2 pro- be held for membership pany is open to anyone The
Gondoliers will be comedy, singing, a real
Daniel Johnson Watson. at 7 p.m. auditions
for ductions. These audi- in the MSU Dance in the community who presented on
November active season. We invite
Murray; three sisters,
Jason Miller's That tions will also be on the Theatre under the direc- can dance or has a 15, 16 and
17 in the everyone who is inMrs. Sue Outland and Championship
Season Robert E. Johnson tion of Karen Balzr in strong desire to dance, Johnson Theatre.
Those terested to audition,
Mrs. Bill (Betty)
will be held on the stage stage. Christi McDonald the Dance Studio at the It is recommended that wishing to
audition for whether they are actors,
Williams, both of Mur- of the
Robert E. will direct Chamber rear of Lovett appropriate dance at- this operetta
should be singers, or dancers."
ray and Mrs. Ed Johnson
Theatre. Dr. Music and Angie Deaton Auditorium. Highlights tire be worn for these prepared to sing
one
Further information
(Wilma) Wiser of Fair- Mark Mallnauskas
will will direct Lone Star of this year's season will auditions.
song in English about any of these audifield, Ill.; four brothers, direct this pulitzer
prize Roles are available for include appearances by
Finally, on Monday, I providing their own ac- tions can he had by callCharles D. Johnson, winning play
about eight women and four guest choreographer September 10 at 7 p.m... companist 1, read some
ing the MSU Theatre at
Hugh Edward Johnson, youthful
dreams and men. These plays will be Susan Earle, head of the auditions will be held on dialogue from the
show 782-4421.
and James S. Johnson. middle-aged
realities. presented at the Dept. of Dance at the the stage of Lovett and perform a brief
all of Murray, and Joe Roles
are available for Johnson Theatre on Oc- University of South Auditorium for Gilbert dance audition.
Pat Johnson, Mayfield;
five men. Production tober 11 and 12, and will Carolina, production of and Sullivan's The GonKenya became a
A spokesman for the
and five grandchildren, dates are
October 4, 5. 6. then be taken to Aaron Copland's ballet doliers under the direc- MSU Theatre said
that republic in 1963
Amy Pyle, Lori
England, Wesly
England, Emily
England and Heather
GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* *** 4* *** * *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* * * * *
Watson.
a.

Mary Watson rites today
Mrs Mary Elizabeth
Watson, 62. Route 2.
Murray, died at 650
p.m. Saturday at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
She is survived by her
husband Dwight L. Watson; her mother Obera
Johnson. West View
Nursing Home, Murray; two daughters,
Mrs. Larry iJobeth)
England and Mrs. Billy
i Yvette) Pyle, both of
Murray; two sons,
Dwight David Watson,
U.S. Naval Base,
Newport R.I . and

I* * ***PRICES

Mrs. Watson was born
in Calloway County
September 28, 1921. Her
father was T.D.
Johnson.
Married April 8, 1939.
Mrs. Watson was a
member of the Spring
Creek Baptist Church.
Funeral services will
Ronnie Dunn. 35, of
be today at 2 p.m. at the
Rt. 2, Murray. died SunSpring Creek Baptist
day at 6:04 p.m. He was
Church with Revs.
stricken with a heart attack Sunday afternoon Howell Shipley and Joe
Johnson officiating.
while skiing on KenBurial will be in the Sprtucky Lake at Irvin
ing Creek Cemetery.
Cobb Resort.
Pallbearers will be
A graduate of Murray
David Feagin, Daniel
State University, he was
Feagin, John Warren
a member of the Bethel
Nix, Timmy Stone, DanUnited Methodist
Church. He was ny Cunningham and
Terry Lee.
employed as an inBlalock -Coleman
dustrial engineer for the
Funeral Chapel is in
Laminex Co. ofCharlotte, N.C., and was charge of local
arrangements.
a Vietnam veteran.
Friends may call this
He is survived by his
morning at the funeral
wife. Linda (Norman)
Dunn of Rt. 2; his home.
father, Riley Dunn of
Murray; a daughter,
Veronica, 8; and a
sister, Mrs. Charles
Dale (Eva) Bynum of
Rt. 3. Murray.
Funeral services will
be held at 2 p.m.
Wednesday at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
Mr. Callie C.
Chapel, with the Rev. Williams. 86, Route 2.
Kendrick Lewis of- Murray, died at 3:25
ficiating. Burial will be a.m. Sunday at the
in Coles Campground
Murray-Calloway CounCemetery. Visitation at ty Hospital.
Max Churchill Funeral
He is survived by his
Home will be from 6 to 8 wife, Mrs. Hallie Smith
p.m. Tuesday_
Williams; a daughter
Mrs. Otto (Ethel) Metz.
Marshallville, Ohio; one
step-daughter Mrs.
Harold (Judy) Turner,
Murray; three sons, Bill
Williams, Doylestown,
Ohio, Joe Williams,
Lorenia, Texas and Bob
Funeral services were Williams; one sister,
held for Joe Bruce Mrs. Earl (Veda) ColWilson, 70, of Rt. 2, eman, Tampa, Fla; one
Hazel, Saturday at the brother John Williams,
J.H. Churchill Funeral Wooster, Ohio; 28
grandchildren; 40 greatHome.
Wilson died Thursday grandchildren ; and
at Murray-Calloway three great-greatCounty Hospital. He was grandchildren.
Married Jan 1, 1967.
an engineer for the
Calloway County Road Williams was a member
Department, and had of the 7th and Poplar
formerly been a Church of Christ.
Visitation was held
foreman in the shipping
department for the Mur- Sunday evening. The
ray Division of the Tap- body was being
transferred today to Orpan Co.
Officiating at the rsville, Ohio.
Blalock -Coleman
funeral were. John Dale
and Mike Kaiser. Burial Funeral Chapel was in
was in Green Plain charge of local
arrangements.
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were
Issac Albritten, Billy
Joe Stubblefield, Jamie "Life consists not in holdHarrell, Walter Steely, ing good cards but in playFranklin Jones and ing those you do hold
Josh Billings
Robert Hendon. well.Honorary pallbearers
were Gil Hopson.
Robert 0. Miller, Billy
Erwin, George Weaks,
KAK STUMP REMOVAL
Clyde Hale, Ralph
.„,
Bogard, Charles
-74 brio. Php- ppropphel
Tidwell. Dan Miller,
133 4343 a, 415 4314
144.11.-t
Wimpy Jones and Edward Curd.
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a.

Frito-Lay
Grandma's
Rich & Chewy

Doz.
For

Smuckers
Strawberry

Dog Food

Pizza

Preserves

25 Lbs.

Assorted Variety

Yellow

Trail Blazer

Ice Cream

Onions

4 Qt. Pail

5 Lb. Bag

Turner

Buttermilk

3 96o

$

Tuna
61
/
2 Oz. Can

Nunn Better

Nunn Better

Corn Meal

Flour

890

—
Fisher Pizza-Mate Cheese 8 Oz. 89°

Cheese
12 Oz.

0
99

Show Boat Pork & Beans 15 Oz. Can 3/99'

990 68
Fisher
Sandwich-Mate

18 Oz.

79

Chicken of the Sea

% Gal.

790

5 Lb.

Reelfoot Jumbo Franks 1 Lb. $1.29

Joy Dish

Downy Fabric

Reelfoot

Tide

Softener Detergent Detergent
96 Oz.

990 $ 1

99

Bacon

32 Oz.

49 Oz.

12 Oz.

$ 1 49

$ 1 89

$ 1 29

Smuckers Grape Jelly 2 Lb. Jar 99'
i

Vernors Ginger Ale 6 Pk. $1.62

Reelfoot

Reelfoot
All Meat

Martha White
Idaho Spud Flakes

Bologna

Wieners

1 Lb.

12 Oz.

Instant
Potatoes
2

Shedds Spread

Margarine
Country Crock 3 Lbs.

890 5/s 1 $ 1
Oz.Pkg.

$ 1 29

® ar.,114." TIT ty,2 The.r,:ticadFl`u4

----.
'..A.rers

79

_

Coca-Cola 6 Pk. Can $1.69
P.

DWAIN TAYLOR
SHEVROLET
I

641 S. Murray

753-2617

45

RC, RC 100, Diet Rite
ot;_Sundrop
8 Pk. 16 Oz.

990
Plus Deposit

V)
IT>
Cf)
—4

Totinto

Turner

$ 1 19

19

Pure Gold Tomato Catsup 32 Oz. 84'

Hormel Vienna Sausage 5 Oz. 494

Wilson rites
held Saturday

10 Lbs.

990 $ 1

Paramount Hamburger Slices 32 Oz. 89

59

Potatoes

4 Roll Pkg.

°

$3

Red

Tissue

Eggs

89

Reg.
$1.69

Northern
Bathroom

Lynn Grove
Medium

Cookies

Mr. Williams
dies Sunday

1979 Buick Riveria
Gold, Loaded
6877

3;)
5
rrl
V)

Coke, Diet Coke,
Tab, Mello Yello,
or Sprite

.
$ 1.4)'Ilr..-8 Pk. 16 Oz.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew or Dr. Pepper
Er

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

99

.

Plus Deposit°

Plus Deposit

* * * * *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* * * * 1* * * * * * PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* ** *
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